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After the deadlines were over this year
Milestone staffers got together for a little
relaxation at Boonesboro State Park.
Sue Nelson, academics editor is shown

here with Carl Burcham. sophomore at
the cookout. Milestone* are expected 'o
be distributed April 28-30.

Rape, a crime of violence?
Statistics disprove myths of brutish men,
passive women; over 50% rapes 'friendly'
BY BECKY HANNER
Stall Writer
Rape is a crime of violence, not a crime
of sex, according to Pam Buckmaster of
ihe Lexington Rape Crisis Center.
"All of our attitudes about rape stem
back to our attitudes toward sexuality,"
Ms. Buckmaster said. "11 is a myth that
men have uncontrollable desires and that
women are simply passive."
Ms Buckmaster was a member of
S.H.E.'s panel discussion on rape here
April ». Other panel members were Dr.
Don Cloys, general surgeon of Richmond; Phyllis Robinson, a Richmond
attorney; and Ginger Conley, an Eastern
law enforcement student who worked
with the Lexington Metro Police.
According to the panel, the rape victim's ordeal does not end with the rape;
in many cases, her trauma has just
begun.
"In a trial, the victim can be
questioned about her sexual background,
but the defendant cannot," Ms. Conley
said.
Ms. Robinson added, "In fact, many
judges use the term 'failure to please'
when talking of rape victims. In other
words, women bring the charges because
the men failed to please them."
Treatment following a rape is another
problem the victim must deal with.
While most authorities agree that rape
victims should have a medical
examination as soon as possible, it is not
always that simple.
In the Richmond area, the only hospital
emergency room that will examine a
rape victim is the U.K. Medical Center.
According to Dr. Cloys, Pattie A. Clay
will give treatment to a victim only if she
appears to require immediate medical
attention. Even if a woman has a personal physician in Richmond, her
chances of getting an examination are
debatable.
"It's the time involved that the doctor
is worried about," Cloys said. "Personally. I can't afford to have a week of
my time tied up in court."
He added that medical attention that
should follow a rape includes a possible
prescription for the "morning after" pill,
a profilactive treatment to counteract
VI) lab tests, and photographs of any
evidence of physical violence, i.e.,
scratches, bruises, etc..
If the victim has been drinking, has
delayed in reporting the incident, or
lacks physical evidence, she is often
discouraged from pressing
charges.
Many limes, she must undergo a
psychiatric examination, according to

Ms. Buckmaster.
However, she added that Lexington's
police are relatively sympathetic. The
Lexington force has two detectives that
deal exclusively with sexual crimes.
According to Ms. Conley, there were 63
rapes reported in Lexington last year,
with Kentucky's total at 548 Ms Conley
had no definite statistics for Richmond,
but said that its rate is somewhat above
the norm for Kentucky.
But she
estimated that nine out of ten rapes go
unreported, so current figures are not
always reliable.
"It's bad to deal with statistics and
averages," Ms. Conley said, "because
rape can happen to anyone. But the
average victim is 23 years old: the
average rapist is between the ages 25-29.
Most rapes occur between midnight and
4:00 a.m. and most occur in August and
September."
Two types of rape described were

"friendly rape" and rape for humiliation.
In "friendly rape." which includes over
50 per cent of the cases, the rapist is
someone the victim knows. In rape for
humiliation, the rapist has a need to
humiliate and overpower his victim and
often has homicidal tendencies.
According to a 1971 study, 50 per cent of
the rapes that occur are planned, thus
dispelling the notion that women bring
the situation on themselves.
Also,
psychological tests showed that the
average rapist is in the range for a
normal man—he is not sick or mentally
off, although a strong tendency to express violence or agression is often
shown.
It was also reported that one-half of all
rapes happen in a home; one-third of
these are in the victim's
home.
Therefore, the importance of securing
living areas was .emphasized.
(Continued to page twelve)

Dr. J. A. Singleton named
head of Political Science
BY DIANA TAYLOR
Staff Writer
With the advent of the 1975-76 academic
year, Eastern's political science
department will have a new chairman.
Dr. J. Allen Singleton, a member of the
faculty since 1972, was appointed at a
recent Board of Regents meeting to fill
the post He will succeed Dr. Arthur Y.
Lloyd, acting chairman.
Dr. Singleton lorsees no major changes
within the department as he assumes his
new role. He said that any time a new
chairman is appointed, changes will
naturally occur However, he stated that
instead of major alterations, there will
be continued emphasis upon the
academic and service program areas.
He feels the department has been
active in proposing new programs and
hopes it will continue to do so. He also
feels that it will continue to provide
academic and service opportunities for
students and faculty.
His role as chairman will ^nclude
directing and coordinating department
activities as they relate to the university
and handling administrative duties. He
will also continue to teach.

Communications in all levels of the
department has been an open process,
according toSingleton. He said an "open
door policy" has been followed by the
department chairmen in the past and will
be continued under his administration.
He feels it is important to be aware of
the feelings and attitudes within the
department and thinks that awareness
will be accomplished if both students and
faculty continue to feel free to communicate openly.
The only problem Dr. Singleton sees
within the department is that of staffing
needs. The political science department
does provide a service function to other
colleges and it is workjng on new
programs. These service and academic
programs are an integral part of the role
of the department, according to
Singleton, and any department with such
activities would feel the strain of staffing
needs.
Singleton asserted that "We have a
good department of political science,
vigorous faculty and evergetic students."
He feels that with these three
positive factors, the political science
department will continue to grow and be
successfully productive.
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The heat's off
Marks 52nd edition

'Milestone' distribution announced
BY JAN HEN8LEY
Ntwi Editor
Dave Sullivan. 1974 75 Milestone editor
announced yesterday that annuals will be
ready for distribution starting Monday,
April 28 at the Alumni Coliseum
Auxiliary Gymnasium front doors.
Milestones will also be given out
Tuesday and Wednesday of that week
from the concession stands at the main
concourse of the Coliseum. Signs will
indicate the alphabetical lines for
distribution.

On Monday, time period distribution
will be from 12-6 p.m. Tuesday and
Wednesday books may be obtained from
10-6 p.m. After Wednesday distribution
will be in the Office of Public Information, third floor of the Jones Building
from 8-12 a.m. and 1-4:30 p.m. Annuals
are issued to all students who have paid
the full fees for both fall and spring
semesters and those who have paid a
total of $7.50 in Milestone fees.
Payment of any balance may be made
at the cashier's window in the Coates
Administration Building. Sullivan said

Worm race... despite Fred's build, he slides in last
BY JAN HKN'SLKY
News Editor
You could tell David was a bundle of
nerves. Despite the
fact his
only
rival was his 12 year old sister, Sherre
Eldot, hi« competitive nature was just as
fierce as if there had been a hundred
contestants in those final moments.
At one point when ii looked as though
Sherre's red worm would slip over the
adhesive tape finish line in a few more
smooth slides, David's worm, Fred
shriveled up in sheer agony under the
sun's brutalizing rays.
This was a first for this medium size
Kentucky town called Richmond. As a
matter of fact, it was the first worm race
of its kind anywhere. Children of all ages
showed up for Ihe event, but few entered,
preferring Id be an interested bystander
instead. What it all came down to in the
end was a brother and sister battling it
out for first place.
The stakes were high on this chilly but
pleasant Sunday afternoon.
Growing
more tense by the second, David looked
anxiously at Sherre's seemingly confident worm (just old number one) and
straightened his entrant out once again.
No one could blame him for being
anxious or even prodding Fred just a
little more than regulations permitted.
After all. a chance to have your name in
the Guiness Book of World Records as
world's champion redworm racer was an
honor that even Tom Sawyer would have
envied.
"David, say a few words to your worm,
talk lo it turn it around." said Howard
Eldot. David's father, who seemed to be
trying hard to keep impartial.
"David...David...his father continued
when the youngster became slightly
overanxious, keep in mind both of you
can't win," he said in a stern but
somehow understanding tone.
Indeed, Fred's task looked impossible.
From Ihe moment the race began in Ihe
semi-crowded shopping plaza, everyone
knew the ultimate outcome. Despite
Fred's long shoe string build with his
brilliant deep burgandy color he was no
match for his opponent who was much
shorter and thinner in appearance.
While Sherre's contestant in lane
number one glided along Ihe track with .
CorudNtanl, even and almost graceful
strokes poor old Fred, struggled hard

just to keep in the lane he was assigned
to.
"Straight...straight...you're going the
wrong way," shouted Rhoda, the Eldot's
youngest child at one instant.
It was a relatively short race. Old
number one finished first as was expected. However, it took a while longer
for Fred to finish. The race wasn't officially over until he crossed the finish

line some minutes later.
Sherre and David chose their worms
from an assortment, which had been
flown in especially from Ontario,
California's North American Bait Farm
Incorporation.
"We tried to pick a worm that was
active, "said Sherre when tellfng how she
chose her winner. "Then all you do is

just talk to it and keep it inside the
track," she said.
First prize was a $100 dollar bill with
second being a 10-speed bike. However,
Sherre wanted the 10-speed so she gave
David the money. "I've always wanted a
10-speed. This is a good way of getting
it," she beamed.
In addition to local prizes. Sherre will
be flown to California later this year to

compete in the race in Ontario, The
winner there will be named to the
Guineas Book of World Records.
Worm races will be an annual event in
this central Kentucky town from now on.
Sponsored by WEKY radio, a local
station, the event wasn't taken that
seriously this year but when the event
catches on more participation is expected.
Photo by Don Wallbaum

that a limited number of yearbooks are
available for purchase this year
Students must claim their own books
with the exception of students picking up
books for student leathers All students
must present validated identification
cards or a combination of ID and receipt
from the Bursar.
Books may also be picked up by
spouses providing they present identification.
Plastic covers will be
available at 35 cents each.
•
This will be the 52nd edition of the
Milestone and will be the first book in the
second century of higher education at
Eastern. It is being published by the
Delmar Publishing Company in
Charlotte, North Carolina.
"It took hours of hard work by
a staff of students who voluntarily
through no monetary compensation gavetheir time and talents to produce this
book," said Sullivan
Last year's book, edited by Sharon
Stephens, a senior psychology major
received an Ail-American rating from
the Associated Collegiate Press

Student Senate
proposes better
club publicity
BY DELMA FRANCIS
Editor

The first official worm race in history was held in town Sunday between
Sherre Eldot. 12. the winner, and her brother. David, age 10. The race was
sponsored by WEKY radio station and took place in Ihe Richmond Shopping

Plaza Sherre will now be flown to Ontario. California to compete in another
race with the winner being named to the Guiness Book of Wot Id Records.

In a short meeting Tuesday night,
Student Senate acted on two motions and
heard a report from the chairman of the
elections committee.
Senator Mike Duggins proposed that in
the fall, a letter be sent by the Student
Association to campus organizations
informing ' hem as lo whom to contact on
the Progress staff in regard to
publicizing organizational activities.
According lo Duggins, poor response to
many organizational activities this year
can be attributed to lack of "proper
publicity." The motion was passed.
A motion on a Standing Rule of Order
abled last week was reintroduced by
Senaior Bernie O'Bryan. The Senate
passed ihe motion which proved that the
Chairman may appoint a Sergeant-atArms 'o enforce order during meetings.
The position will not be considered a
separaie office, ihus any senator, including those holding offices shall be
eligible.
In response io a follow-up question by
Senaior David Wentz as to the possibility
of lowering ihe flags to half mast upon
he death of student in addition to
university officials, Dr. Thomas Myers,
vice president for siudent affairs said all
reques s musi be made lo l he President's
office.
"He made 'he decision," Myers said,
"based on ihe emminency of the person
o he university Considering alumni, if
all requests were honored, the . flags
would be at half mast ail the time."
Myers added thai no request had been
(Continued to page twelve)
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For parents, standing room only

Mandatory faculty attendance at graduation ridiculous
In three weeks, another group
of seniors will see the
culmination of four years of
happiness, heartaches, tears and
laughter.
Although commencement
exercises will be held on May 11,
Mothers' Day, that Sunday will
be an unofficial 'Parents' Day
here, as proud mothers and
fathers throng to the campus to
see their children receive
degrees.
But many parents, after four
years of sacrifice, will not see
their sons and daughters
graduate. They will be those
individuals hovering in the
doorways of the Coliseum,

craning their necks just to get a
glimpse.
Why? Because seats which
rightfully should belong to them
are occupied year after year, by
bored faculty members.
According to Dr. John Rowlett,
vice president for Academic
Affairs, "They (all faculty
members) are expected to attend graduation. It's customary
and we expect them to be there."
This practice is ridiculous.
Why
should hundreds of
faculty members who don't want
to be there, occupy seats which
would be appreciated by parents
and relatives?

In past years, faculty members have exhibited their extreme boredom with the commencement exercises by such
activities as knitting, reading
and falling asleep.
It seems that the administration would be red-faced
at the embarrassing conduct of
some professors at the function.
But evidently, they've missed
the point.
A revision of this custom is
imperative, not only for the
benefit of graduates and their
families, but also on behalf of
Eastern faculty.
Representation of faculty on a
percentage basis seems the most

logical approach. Each college
could delegate 10 per cent of its
teaching staff to attend exercises, with delegates being
rotated each year.
Not only would more seats be
made available to interested
parties—parents, relatives and
friends of the graduates— but
the plan would free uninterested
faculty members from once
again being forced to watch a
long line of black-clad
individuals file slowly, solemnly
through the auditorium.
Why continue a custom which
relegates parents to the 'standing room only' crowd?

You Can't Con a Con
Individuals should be thought of as students, not prisoners
The following is a guest
editorial, written by Dr. Doris
(. Siitton. assistant professor of
English. Dr. Sutlon teaches an
English class at the Federal
Corrections
Institute
in
Lexington, which is the topic of
her comment.

The
Extended
Campus
Program at Eastern currently
offers four classes at the Federal
Correctional Institution (FCI) in
Lexington.
All of the instructors involved
have heard residents in their
classes use prison jive talk such
as "Man, don't try to con me!"
Though the residents might
never say this directly to an
instructor, it is undoubtedly
meant to include those from
academe who are participating
in the transition from the
traditional prison as "school of
crime" to the new thrust which
is, in the words of L.G.
Grossman, Warden at FCI, "A
non-destructive emphasis upon
the attributes of offenders."
As for the college classes at
FCI, Richard English, a firsttime offender, says, "I don't like

to be talked down to in class."
Rick English is a composition
student any English Department
faculty member at Eastern
would enjoy having in class.
Rick elaborates upon his
opinion by adding, "Being talked
down to means that the instructor is not only overworking
the benevolent bit, but—worst of
all—it means that I am being
treated like a charity case with
limited intelligence."

good rapport with the residents,
he must not allow the residents
to run over him. That's just a
misguided attempt to be
charitable, and nobody really
appreciates that.

is also being played by community volunteers, as well as a
few of the full-time staff
members at FCI.

The end result of this game
playing is that though the
If the students are allowed to authority figure in question
run the class, then the instructor might get an "ego trip" from his
should just sit down and let the condescending attitude and
residents take over. Personally, behavior, rehabilitation of the
I'm taking these classes because residents is restricted, not
I believe the instructor knows facilitated.
something I don't know.
It must be remembered by all
To be sure, it is tempting for a
The instructor should call the
college instructor at FCI to feel shots. I can listen to the residents who participate in the penal
benevolent and charitable. But anytime. In fact, I don't have reform that has been initiated at
institutions like FCI that con
once the instructor understands any choice."
games—for whatever reason
that the students at FCI are
The problems pointed out by they are played—involve a "one
Eastern students, not federal
prisoners, then a human Richard English and Jerry upmanship" that is destructive
relationship that is mutually Bragwell are not speculations and reminiscent of the old
about would-be situations. They "school of crime."
beneficial can result.
are real; and they are, unAnother aspect of the problem fortunately, being experienced
Any instructor or any citizen
of instructor attitude was ver- from time to time by residents at who wants to help provide a
balized by Jerry Brag well, an FCI.
healthy atmosphere for genuine
ex-offender now paroled to his
rehabilitation of offenders
The blame does not fall solely should remember that if there's
home in Russellville, Alabama.
upon the college instructors from an attempt to con a con, this old
Jerry once said, "If a college Eastern. The charitable "con cliche still serves: "It takes one
instructor wants to establish a game" in the new penal system to know one."

Frustrations abound

Kindergarten to college, 'the same old song and dance'
Once upon a time there was a
child who was experiencing the
frustrations and disillusions of
high school. -^
All his life he had been
promised that he would even-

tually be promoted from nursery
school, and yet this promise had
remained unfulfilled.
He still had a babysitter that
stood at the front of the room,
who seemed equally as

Teenagers shun cigarettes
What percentage of teenagers
have never smoked more than a
handful of cigarettes in their
lives? Surprise. The answer is
75 per cent.
An extensive 1974 survey
conducted by the government's
National Clearing-house on
Smoking and Health also found
that only 15.8 per cent of
teenagers are regular smokers.
The percentage of girls who
smoke has inched up to that for
boys.
What
factors
influence
decisions about smoking? For
teenagers the most important
concern is "control of my
future." Most teenagers want to
decide for themselves what kind
of a person to become, to shape
their own lives.
The next most important
factor is awareness of the effects
of smoking on health. The third
most significant factor, the
survey showed, is a concern for

wm

non-smokers' rights.
There is a growing feeling
among teenagers as well as
adults that people who do not
smoke have the right to breathe
clean air which is not polluted
with cigarette smoke.
Here are some of the
fascinating findings:
—77 percent uunk cigarette
smoke is a form of air pollution—
87 per cent feel smoking harms
teenagers. —72 percent disagree
that low-tar and nicotine
cigarettes are safe —56 per cent
.are bothered because many
adults can't stop smoking
It just seems as if all teenagers
everywhere are smoking their
heads off. They aren't. And they
have good reasons not to.
To find out more about the
reasons
most
people, including teenagers, don't smoke,
contact The Kentucky Lung
Association, the Christmas Seal
people. It's a matter of life and
breath.
■

frustrated as he. He still had an wasn't 30cents anymore; now it
assigned seat, even at lunch, was $1.
because he couldn't be trusted to
The confusing thing about it
use his free will too freely.
was that the sole difference in
the food was the price....
And he still had to bring a
signed excuse from his mother
Oh yes, there was another
for each and every abscence advancement. At least he had
because he still wasn't capable escaped from being constantly
of that cherished virtue, honesty. pestered by his mother not to
play with matches. Now he was
Then he went to college....
only forbidden to use any sort of
He still had to sit in his "dangerous" electrical apassigned seat and experience the pliances in his own room.
exciting lectures which never
failed to fully motivate him to Boys and girls didn't have to
fall soundly asleep.
sit on opposite sides of the room
now, they only had to live on
He still had to carry a hall pass opposite sides of the campus.
with him everywhere he went;
only now he had been promoted The^wccitement of the month
to carrying a permanent hall came with open house—of
pass in the form of a small white course, not without the beady
card from which a frightening eyes of a hall monitor peering
mug shot stared at him suspiciously into each room,
mockingly.
making certain that individuals
were not placing themselves in
Why, now he didn't have to positions described as "unbring a signed excuse from his necessarily tempting."
mother every time he didn't
show up for class—only when he
Instead of locker check he had
missed a test or overslept for the room check every week, much to
eighth time.
the delight of his mother...
But such was life, and the poor,
He had to admit , though,
there had been some degree of frustrated child was determined
advancement in his promotion. to live happily ever afterregardless of how unhappy he
He had to admit that he could was, and regardless of how
enjoy the honor of choosing his miserably tight was the leash
own seat at lunch, except ;' around his neck....

University chaplain lists
operational regulations
The purpose of the Chapel of
Meditation is to provide a place
where students, faculty, and
alumni of all faiths may come,
individually or in groups, to
worship, to meditate, or to seek
solutions to problems through
undistrubed meditation and
concentration.
The chapel of Meditation is not
a church nor was it designed for
formal weekly worship services.
Since there are so many city
churches within easy walking
distance of the campus, we
encourage students to attend the
church of their choice.
Though the principle function
of the chapel is to provide an
opportunity for meditation and
spiritual reflection, in addition,
it provides a place for special
religious services held by the
various religious groups and
recognized social groups on
campus.
The chapel is also used for
memorial services and weddings. We seek to restrict the use
of the chapel by the various
groups to the evenings and weekends. Each group may use the

Letter
Dear Editor:
On behalf of the Lousiville Regional
Red Cross and the EKU Military Police
Company, I would like to take this opportunity, to thank everyone who helped
make the campus blood drive of April 7
and 8 a success. A special thanks to Skip
Daughertyfor his interest, and to James
Allen, Dean of Men, for his time given in
an advisory capacity.
Also a heartfelt "thanks for a job well
done and you fantastic cooperation" to
all the student organizations who carried
an appreciative load assisting the Red
Cross nurses.
And last, but in essance the most important of all, an individual "thank you"
to each EKU student and citizen of the
Madison County area who so willingly
gave of that most vital life-giving
element—blood. With the concern of
each person who gave, we went above
our anticipated goal of 600 pints to a
grand total of 634 pints!
The Theta Chi fraternity won as largest
number of its members giving blood ,
with a percentage of 70. The Alpha
Gamma Deltas took the race as far as
sororities' donating percentage went,
with a rating of 25 percent.
Congratulations to these fine Greek
organizations.
Fredia Lynne Wof ford
Asst. Chairman
EKU Red Cross Committee

Remember to

VOTE!!!
today

chapel twice per semester. This
leaves the chapel open during
the day for individual use.
The chapel is opened at 7:30
a.m. and closes at 10:00 p.m.
Monday thru Friday. The hours
on the weekend are; Saturday,
12:00—6:00p.m. and on Sunday,
2:00—6:00 p.m.
All events taking place in
the chapel are scheduled through
the office of the chaplain.
Anyone wishing to know if the
chapel is being used by a group
and at what time it is being used
may contact the chaplain's office.
The office phone number is
622-2355. The chaplain is usually
in his office by 8:00 a.m. and
does not leave until 4:30 p.m.
except for noon hours, morning
teaching responsibilities,
Thursday afternoon responsibilities at the counseling center
and occasional committee
meetings. There is a secretary
in the office from 1:00—4:00 p.m.
on week-days.
The chapel is here for the
service it can render to the
University community. Please
feel free to inquire about its use
at any time.
Dr. George Nordgulen
University Chaplain
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Fast music, fancy steps highlight
Earth, Wind, and Fire concert
BVPATWILSON
Sportt Editor

After an entertaining, though
long, preliminary, exhibition by
Ramsey Lewis Trio, Earth Wind
and Fire came out and completely turned on the crowd with
their music. The only way to
describe this fast-paced group
accurately, is to call them a
"partyin' band."
Ramsey Lewis Trio (there are
four members though) was a
good set up for Earth Wind and
Fire. Theirs is a unique type of
jazz, mixed with rock and roll's
electric piano and synthesizer.
Though Ramsey Lewis is the
featured and famous member of
the group, his act was almost
upstaged by his bongo-conga
percussion man, who once put on
a dance show while still playing
his instrument.
However, Lewis was very
effective with other writer's
songs. Early he played "Betcha
By Golly Wow" with a slow jazzy
beat dominated by his grand
piano. To end his show, Lewis
got into a smooth, creative
version of Stevie Wonder's
'Livin' for the City.'
Though Lewis uses no lyrics in
his music, none were needed
here, as his synthesizer practically sang to the audience.
This last number was topped off

America to give concert at Eastern
America will present a concert at Eastern on Monday, April 28 in Alumni Coliseum at 7:30 p.m. Since
their first hit ,"A Horse with No Name," America has produced best selling albums Homecoming,Hatrick,
Holiday, and their latest release, Hearts. If you missed them last fall at U.K., don't pass by this opportunity
to witness a fine performance. Admission for full-time students is three dollars.

■

Moody Blues guitarists release solo album
MIKK KMHKY
Staf' Writer

Justin Hayward and John
Lodge have released the most
original album, so far, of 1975.
Their album Blue Jays brings
in the finer qualities of soft rock
and light classical.
If for some reason the names
Hayward and Lodge do not sound
familiar to you, certainly their
music will. They are guitarists
for the Moody Blues and handle
many of their vocals and compositions.
The only true similarity between Blue Jays and former
albums of the Moody Blues is the
richness in the lyrics. Hayward
and Lodge strike the listener's
ears with songs of love,
loneliness, and lost feelings.
Vocals are handled with a

vibrant power by Hayward and
Lodge. Both singers are able to
convey the meanings of their
personal feelings contained in
their music.
The opening
song, 'This
Morning,' is about being forsaken by a loved one. Hayward
touches these difficult times
with the penetrating lyrics,
This morring I opened my eyes
I knew from the silence that
something was wrong, turning I
realised 1 wanted to cry when [
knew I was alone.

They co-compose "When You
Wake Up" which deals with the
dream-like qualities of making
love. They sing,

On April 23 through 26, 1975
The Department of Drama and
Speech in cooperation with the
Department of Music will
present Oklahoma.'
The story of Oklahoma.' deals
with Laurey's romantic conflict—should she go to the box
social with Jud Fry, her hired
hand, or the cowboy she loves
secretly, Curly. While a dream
tells her where her heart rests,
she has promised Jud he could
take her to the affair.
After being fired for forcing
his amorous attentions upon
Laurey, Jud sneaks back to the

i

Hay ward's lyrics are just as
strong in "I Dreamed Last
Night." In this song about
persuading a lover to reveal her
love, he writes.

They have also used the talents
of Tony Clarke to produce the
album. He has been involved
with the Moody Blues for the

Like a bird on a far distant
mountain like a ship on an
uncharted sea you are lost in the
arms that have found you don't

Students compete in talent show
A talent show will take place
on Monday, April 21 at 7 p.m. in
the Ravine. The competition is
being sponsored by the freshmen
and sophomore classes at
Eastern.
There is no admission charge,
but contributions will be taken
up for donation to the Cancer
Society.
The first place winner will
receive a $250.00 scholarship
donated by the senior class.
Contestants in second, third,
fourth and fifth place will be
awarded plaques.

Drama department presents hit
Broadway musical 'Oklahoma'

The album title is a puzzle in
itself. Could tne two "Jays,"
John and Justin, be "blue,' for
not having the Moody Blues with
them? Or maybe the Blue Jays
only signify the two Moody Blues
with the first letter of J in their
names.

And as we drift further from
the shore like the seas evermore
I'm the ivy that clings round
your door.

Much of the beauty of the
album must be credited to the
arrangements of the
songs.
They freely use strings, piano,
and an orchestra when it is
needed to heighten the message
of each song.

Participants include Roger
Hollon, Penny Hollen, and Ron
Owens on banjo, guitar, and
fiddle respectively.
Vocalists participating are
Kim Fischer, Faith McKinney,
Linda Duke, Rubel Caldwell,
Brenday Taylor, and James
Kendrich.
Also performing will be duo
Angela Smith, and Gerald
Jackson.
Peggy Winkle, Janet Dawson,
Nelda Rewes, and Karen Wise
will perform on the piano.
Guitarist Mike Thomas and
t wirier Candy Fisher will also be
featured in the contest.

Judges will come from out-oftown so that all judging will be
impartial. In case of rain, the
contest will be moved to Brock
Auditorium at the time indicated
above. Eastern students are
encouraged to attend and root
for the participant of their
choice.

entertain, and have a good time.
Watching them play is like
having a three ring circus in
town. One can be entertained by
listening to the music or watching each of the members
separately. Earth Wind and Fire
played several of their hits (a
variety of slow, soft, fast and
loud) with most of the members
intervening with dancing and
instrumental solos.
Earth Wind and Fire is a
smooth, fluid group that works
together as a team.
Their
correlative
music
and
movements are extreme enjoyment and experience to
watch.

ranch in an attempt to kill Curly
on his wedding day. Jud is killed
in self defense and the happy
couple go away for a honeymoon.
This musical was the first
collaboration of Richard
Rodgers and Oscar Hammerstein II and marks the
beginning of the contemporary
musical comedy.
Curtain time is 7:30 p.m. in the
Gifford Theatre of the Jane
Campbell building.
For
reservations, call 622-3480 -11:30
a.m. to 4:00p.m. Student tickets
are $1.50, and all others are $2.50
each.

past eight years as their
producer.

be afraid love's plans are made
don't be afraid

Sponsored by Freshmen, Sophomores

SIIAKON UUI.I.KTTK
fine Arts Kdilor

by the percussion man s dance
with his conga drum between his
legs. Many of the people at the
concert didn't seem to appreciate Lewis and his group but
they are obviously talented and
dedicated musicians.
Everyone was ready for Earth
Wind and Fire. Their show
began just 'as it ended with a
touch of elaboration. The group
was introduced as fire and
smoke billowed out over the
stage and the band wasted no
time getting into exciting fastpaced sounds. This group is a
very confident one as can be seen
by the poised way they handle
their music. They just go out,

All 1 can say is that they have
recorded ten great songs in the
tradition of the Moody Blues and
you can't do any better than that.

J
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Local artist's works exhibited
A one-man exhibition of jigsaw University, in West Lafayette,
paintings by Ron Isaacs, Indiana.
The current exhibition m
assistant professor of art at Purdue University's Union
Eastern Kentucky University, is Gallery opened March 18 and
currently on display at Purdue will continue through April 11.
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The commandments
of guest interviews

State community health
conference set for today
BY SIIAItAI.KK HOKST
Staff Writer'

According to co-chairpersons
Sharalee Burst and Steve
The third annual Kentucky Combs, the conference is a
Borst
Community Health (education student planned event
"Community
health
Conference will be held April 17 said.
at Eastern Kentucky Univer- students from colleges all over
the stale of Kentucky met for
sity's Powell Center
The title of this year's con- the preliminary planning of the
ference is In Action 197.1 The convention.
"The purpose of the conkeynote address entitled "The
Community Health EducatorPresent and Future" will be
given by Hewlett Cooper who is
Irom
Western
Kentucky's
Community Health Services
Cooper has worked as a
regional health educator in
western Kentucky for about 16
years
DONNA AKNOLD
In the morning session a slide
Organizations Reporter
presentation will be given on the
undergraduate
community
Billy Reed, columnist for the
health education programs in Courier-Journal was one of the
Kentucky
colleges
and guest speakers at the Kentucky
universities
Intercollegiate
Press
Also, there will be a speaker
Association conference hosted
panel with graduates from by EKU on April 11th
Kentucky schools discussing
Speaking about the problems
their present occupations in and privileges of writing a
health education.
column. Reed used his own
personal experience to provide
Dr. C Wayne Kranz. director specific
examples
and
of the Kivcn District Health illustrations.
Department. Ashland. Ky, will
I am a believer in first
speak in the afternoon on the person journalism," said Reed
professional aspects of health
In writing his "people column"
education. Dr. Kranz was past as he describes it, he attempts
president of the Kentucky to produce a column that is
Public Health Association.
consistently unique in style and
Franz's program will be content.
lollowed by a discussion led by
"An overwhelming amount of
representatives of private and the American public gets their
volunteer agencies. Students news from television," Reed
will then be given free time to said. "We have to give them
go to conference rooms in the things they can't get on TV,
Powell Center and talk to specifically, more entertaining
professionals in the field of and
interesting
feature
public health.
stories," he added.
f

BY CAYI.EN TiniKMIK
AND
tilNNY CO.MPTON

ference is to further educate!
students as to the role of the
community health educator and
to give students a chance to
meet professionals in their
Held
Registration for students
wishing to attend the conference will be held at 9 a m in
the Powell Center

"Interviewingcan be fun. hell
orbizzare. You don't know until
you do it."
Mill Metz. from
WHAS television made this
comment at the Kentucky
Linguistics Conference on
"Interviewing for the Media."
Metz also told the conference
at Eastern here recently after
their luncheon
"Interviewing
is not a series of questions and
answers. It is a conversation
wtih eavesdroppers listening
except it is more demanding."
Metz gave a list of things that
shouldn't or should be done
while interviewing a guest. He
called these The Ten fommandmentsof Broadcasting'or
"The Gospel According To El
Melzo
They are:
Do your homework.
If the
guest has a book out. Metz said,
read it.
Know what you're
talking about.
Get your guest exclusive or at
least first.
Listen.
Ask no questions which can
be answered yes or no.
Neither
shortchange an
introduction or a guest. Metz
said introductions like: "This
guest needs no introduction" or
"We all know so-and-so" are
"cheap, lazy and unfair."

KIP A brings Billy
Reed to Eastern
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Reed stressed the necessity of
defining what type of column a
writer is aiming to produce
before he can be most effectivehumorous,
political
commentary, literary, or "people"
columns.
Personal recognition and a
certain amount of freedom of
style and content were two
advantages
mentioned
in
writing a column.
Restrictive space allotted in
the layout, however, prohibits
real depth in any subject, Reed
said. Also, the need for topical
and timely information tends to
create a hectic,
exhausting
schedule. Reed has written 125
columns during the past seven
months, for which he has
travelled over 12,000 miles.
According to Reed, the
greatest pressure he feels is
that which he places on himself.
He commented, though, that
the Courier Journal's threeaudience circulation on the
local, state, and Southern
Indiana levels, adds to the
pressure. "But no column is
going to satisfy everybody," he
added.
After his brief lecture, Reed
answered questions concerning
his column and the Courier
Journal's policies.

Dr. Bush
to chair
health-ed
Dr. Herman Bush, chairman
of the Department of School and
Public Health at Eastern Ken
lucky University, has been
named chairman-elect of the
health education section of the
Kentucky
Public
Health
Association.
Dr. Romeo E. Cartier. EKU
associate professor of health,
was elected vice chairman of
the environmental
health
section of the Association Bush
and Cartier attended the
Association's recent meeting in
Louisville.
The health education section
is composed of community
health educators from official
and voluntary agencies.

In Met auditions

Rebilas places second
BY SHARALKE BORST
StaH Writer

To Tom Rebilas. second place
winner
of
the
Regional
Metropolitan Opera Auditions,
singing is to a large part, a
mental effort
Rebilas. a graduate student in
music at Eastern said. "In
practice I spend most of my
time going through my music
mentally."
Maybe this is Rebilas' secret;
Ifor he has succeeded in winning
many recent awards in music.
On February 15. Rebilas won
Ithe Slate Metropolitan Opera
Auditions.
He then went to
-funtington. W. Va. on March 9
o compete in the regional
competition.
Rebilas was

awarded second place/in the
competition which/involved
singers from Ohio. Vf1. Va . Ky.
and Indiana.
Rebilas received his undergraduate degree in music
from Eastern. He is presently
working as a graduate assistant
and teaching private voice and
women's chorale.
While Rebilas has been at
Eastern, he has won the competition for the National
Association of Teachers of
Singing iNATS) for three
consecutive years.
In December of 1974, he
performed in the opeining trio
for NATS national convention.
He. Kevin Rowlings, and Mike
Roberts worked with Boris
Goldovsky to perform a piece
from a Mozart opera
Rebilas says he enjoys all
kinds ot music- He plays several

instruments.
but is particularly proud of his playing
the recorder, a Baroque.
Renaissance instrument.
"I got into singing early in
life." Rebilas said "1 sang in
everything from boy's choirs to
school choirs."
Rebilas commented that
Eastern's
undergraduate
program gave him a good
background in music. "I got
many opportunities such as
conducting and solo work which
would not have been so readily
available if I had gone to a
larger school."
Rebilas is working toward his
performance master's degree
in music and is planning a
career in opera. Next year he
will be working for the music
department at the Curtis
Institute
of
Music,
Philadelphia. Penn.

I( is better to get the plague
than to use cliches
No cheap shots. Don't ask a
guest about his lisp or any other
defect which could be embarrasing to the guest
Be thyself.
Don't. Metz
warned, come on arrogant, or
on the other hand—fawnish.
Parrot not thy guest words.
Be not a shill.
Don't
recommend something you
aren't familar with.
Metz also added some
comments about what and what
not to do when interviewing

Management course
offered commuters

Eastern Kentucky University
will sponsor a management
course April 17-June 19 for
small business owners and
managers within commuting
distance of the campus.
"We want to emphasize that
since this is a non-credit course
there are no course prerequisites. The businessmen do
not have to have any certain

The Black Student Union

An awareness of black people
CATHY BAKER
Stair Writer
When a black student feels
discriminated against, the
Black Student Union tBSL'i
tries to help him. A letter is
written to Skip Daugherty.
Director
of
Student
Organizations and Activities.
who» looks into the matter. A

£ all out for Burger Queen

petition may be filed.
The BSl helps make blacks
aware of what is happening
around them, especially in
politics. It teaches blacks the
history that was taken away
from, them and makes blacks
aware of their culture that had
been lost in the past. "It makes
me feel like I've helped the
black people a- a race." said
Michele W alters, vice-president
of the BSl
"I just feel like the Black
Student Union is something that
the black students on all pre?
dominately white campuses can
identify themselves with." said
Miss
Walters.
When black individuals want
something done, there are often
problems involved with doing it
on their own. If blacks join
together, they have more

T

power. Walters said
That is
one of the purposes of the BSUto pull blacks together, she
added
"To me. BSU means a unity of
black people.
It gives us a
chance to relate to each other,"
said
Donna
Robinson,
parlimentarian of the BSU. The
group tries to help freshmen gel
oriented to college life and also
places
an
emphasis
on
academics.
One of the main goals for the
BSU this year was tostrengthen
their group. It had not been
meeting in the spring semester
of 1974. The membership drive.
Black Arts Festival
and
petitions were all successful.
The highlight for the BSU this
year was the Black Arts
Festival which it sponsored

N
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"Don't be a patsy." he said.
Ask something challenging if
you don't know the answer to
it."
"You should be balanced on
the balls of your feet mentally,"
Metz told the audience "Your
enthusiasm will affect the
audience and your gunl-"
Metz continued his talk in a
rambling discourse dropping
hints all the while like:
"Kids
can be awful or great
Just
don't talk down to them."
Metz had planned to show a
filmstripbut at the last moment
it was put on at the television
station and shown on TV. There
was a little bit of waiting while
the program came on but Metz
never lost his cool.
Instead he began talking
about some of his other interviews. He had just gotten to
his interview with Miss Nude
I'niverse but before he could
divulge any of it the film came
on
In a brief filmed interview
with Dan Shore. Metz showed
(he audience how what he had
given them helped in an in
terview.
Afterwards Metz was asked if
he had ever had guests to walk
off the show. such as Governor
Wallace did on the David Front
show one night
"No," said
Metz "but sometimes I have fell
like asking them to and I may in
the future."
Mohammed Ali once made up
a poem about Metz
It went:
"Metz I like your program
Metz I like your style
Until your fee gets better
I won't be here for awhile"
However Metz says that he
has never been bothered by a
guest. He says: "If you are
pressed against the wall, just
ask 'Would you like to terminate
this' or 'Would you like to
leave.' '

during March 17-21. Dances, a
black poetry session, a film
festival, a gospel fund raising
festival and a variety show
were held that week. All black
social
organizations
participated in "stepping," a
means of physical expression
"I think that (the Black Arts
Festival) has served to make
people aware of some of the
good things black people have
done," said Pam Pennington,
student. There was also a black
art exhibit, sponsored by
Omega Psi Phi and Kappa
Alpha Psi. two black fraternal
organizations.
In the future the BSU would
like to get more Black studies
courses
such
as
Black
literature, theatre and art.
Presently, there are only two
black studies courses at EKU.
The Afro-American in U.S.
History and Afro-American
History in the
Twentieth
Century.
"I learned things
about my race I didn't know
myself," Walters said about one
of the courses.
The BSU would also like to get
more black administration and
teachers hired at EKU and hold
seminars on something blacks
would be interested in, such as
politics involving blacks, job
opportunities or consumerism

educational backgrounds In
lake the course." Dr. Daisy
French, director of the course
said.
Sessions will include planning, organizing, controlling,
marketing, financing, and
taxation involved for small
businesses. In addition, record
keeping, bookkeeping, and the
general failure and success
factors in business will be
covered, according to Dr.
French. The It)sessions will beheld at 74:30 p.m
each
Thursday
Instructors for the sessions will
include faculty members from
the College of Business. The
course is sponsored by the
Business College in cooperation
with the EKU Office of Continuing Education and the Small
Business Administration.
"The course should be
comprehensive," Dr. Frijnch
said, "We want to find out why
some businesses succeed while
others fail."
Businessmen interested in
taking the course should contact
the Business College of Dr.
French.

Historian
lectures
Dr. James K. Libbey, assistant
professor in the Eastern
Kentucky University Learning
Laboratory, presented a paper
at the recent regional meeting
of Phi Alpha Thela, history
honorary, at Louisville. EKU
student representatives to the
meeting were Imogene Herald,
Batavia, Ohio, and Richard
Manning, Wilder (Campbell
County).
The title of Libbey's paper
was "The turn Making of a
Revolutionary:
John Reed's
Nemesis, Alexander Gumberg.''
Dr. Keith Algier it
faculty sponsor of EKU's Phi
Alpha Theta chapter.
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l^lCWSDriGIS I Bengal Bob Johnson speaker at Evening of Champions
BY OO.WA ARNOLD
Bob Johnson, All American
and All-Pro center of the Cincinnati Bengals, will* be the
main speaker of Eastern's
Evening of Chamions this
Saturday, April 19 at 7:(K) p.m.
at the EKU outdoor ampilheatre. Athletes from the
University
of
Kentucky,
University
of
Louisville,
Morehead State, and Eastern
will also be guests and special
music will be provided ijy the
Greene Singers of Lexington If
weather is not permitting for an
outdoor meeting, the service
will be held in the First United
Methodist Church, Main St., in
Richmond. This program is
sponsored by the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes. The general
public is invited.

Blanchard elected
Or. Paul Blanchard, assistant
professor of political science at
Eastern Kentucky University,
has been elected secretary of
the Kentucky Political Science
Association.
His election came at the
recent annual convention of the
Association at Northern Kentucky SUte College.
Or. J. Allen Singleton,
chairman of the EKU political
science department, was a
member of a panel at the
meeting
and
discussed
Eastern's assistance to local
«V
„

governments in centeral and
eastern Kentucky.
Other EKU political science
faculty members attending the
meeting were Dr. Jane
Gurganus, Dr Klaus Heberle,
and Glenn Rainey

Command
There will be the Change of
Command and adwards night
April 22 in the Jaggards room of
the I'dwell Building at 8:30 in
uniform. All company supplies
must be turned in by the end of
the semister.

Philosophy meeting
The EKU Department of
Philosophy will host the annual
spring meeting of the Kentucky
Philosophical Assocation at 10
a.m. Saturday in the Kennamer
Room, Powell. *
Students and faculty are
welcome* For further information, call the philosophy
office at 5871 or Frank
Williams, secretary-treasurer
of KPA, at 5735.

Catalina Club
Catalina Club will present its
annual show, "Water Colors,"
April 17-19. Show time is 7:30
p.m.
nightly
in
Combs
Nalalorium, Alumni Coliseum.

J
WVIEW3FROM CHINA
BY SMENJU-NIC

President Chiang Kaishek last
survivor of 'the Big Four'
The news of our Nationalist
China President's Chiang Kaishek, was widely publicized last
week.
It is not commonly known that
the Republic of China (AntiCommunist) has received the
world since 1971, the year
Communist China's Ping Pong
diplomacy grasped mankind's
attention.
One reason the mass media
put so much emphasis on
President Chiang's passing
away was because he was the
last survivor of "the Big Four"
which included Roosevelt.
Churchill and Stalin of World
War II. Another was because of
his persistence in fighting
against Communist. Though no
news mentioned President
Chiang's influences on today's
political stage, the media did
admit President Chiang Kaishek played an important role
in modern Chinese history.
After his initial obituaries
have been written by journalists. President Chiang will
soon be a subject passed on to
historians. It is too early for
anyone to judge his career now.
But it is about time to speak out
how appreciative a Chinese
could be under his leadership to
escape from the fear of Communist.
I have no personal experience
to share with the readers how
horrible a communist society
could be. However, my parents
do. They ran out of mainland
China in 1950 after the Communist seized mainland. They
saw the terrible, unhuman
purge everywhere, which is
thoroughly unnecessary in the
progress of a democratic
society. And I do believe my
parents were really scared by
the process of such a
"Revolution,"
else
they
wouldn't have the courage to
leave the place they were born
and their beloved relatives for a

r

totally unknown place—Taiwan
where they were only assured of
a carefree living style. Along
with my parents in that chaos
period, there were more
Chinese had the same fearsome, but only two million of
them were lucky enough to
escape. The fact of running out
of Communist's control, itself is
an evidence to the whole world
that communism is unsuitable
for people under God's nai.ie.
The answer to the question,
"why no one ever hears of any
American that runs to Russia?"
probably will prove it more
clearly.
Ross TerriU, author of the
"800,000,000: The Read China, '
wondered at the way back from
his second visit to mainland
China wrote in his book:
....Fazed by South China's
beauty on a summer morning, I
could not yet untangle its two
conflicting strands. First, there
was a feeling that rubs off from
the buoyancy of corporate
aspiration in China. The people
seemed
like
Rosseau's
"Spartan mother." putting
country before itself, living as
lambs of Shepherd Mao—and
that is ennoblig. But—here was
the second current—also a
feeling of painful separation
from the high pitch of collective
spirit. I couldnot live like that —
how can others do so?....
Ross TerriU is on the faculty
of Harvard University, a
research Fellow in Chinese
Affairs at Harvard's East Asian
Center, and a contributing
editor of the Atlantic Monthly.
Ross TerriU has visited
mainland twice, in . 1964 and
1971.

Tickets at 75c for students and
SI for adults will be available
Irom club members beginning
April 7 and at the door.

IVCF
IVCF will meet at 7 p.m
tonight in the Jaggers Room.
Powell Rev William E. Arnold
will speak on the Scriptural
Basis of Missions and tell about
his personal experiences as a
missionary in Ghana. West

Center Board
Applications for I'niverssity
Center Board can be obtained
inthe Office of Student Acivities
and Organizations. Powell 128.
beginning Monday < 21st ■. and
must be returned by May 2.

Employment Guide

The Collegiate Summer
Employment Guide. 1975. is
Afria
This will be an introduction to now available at the Counseling
For
the Missions Workshop which Center. Ellendale Hall
will be held from 9 a.m. to noon information pertaining to
and 1:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m summer employment stop by
Saturday in the
Combs between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
weekdays
Building. Room 318.
Everyone is welcome to attend both the meeting tonight
and the workshop o Saturday.
After the meeting tonight, Rev.
Arnold will be showing slides
and curios from Ghana to all
who woould Ikie to stay and see
them and ask questions.

Jazz Ensemble
The in piece EKU Jazz
Ensemble wll present a concert
at 7:30 p.m. tonight in Brock
Auditorium. A wide variety of
jazz from Don Ellis to Woody
Herman will be presented.
There is no admission charge
and the public is invited.

Student art show
The 1975 EKU student art
show is underway from now to
May 2 in Giles Galley, Campbell
Building. Gallery hours ars 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. weekdays.

Soil Conservation
The Soil Conservation Club is
selling tree packets for
spring planting. Each packet
contains 16 trees, two each of
eight different species.
Price is $3 per bundle, or two
for $5. Anyone interested may
go to the Carter Building or call
2031.

Visit Mexico
Visit Mexico during May and
earn three hours credit during
an intersession trip. For further information, call 3231 or
see Dr. William Clarkson,
Wallace 104.

EKU choral
Interviews for membership in
all EKU choral organizations
are now in prgress. MondyWednesday, April 21-23, and
Mondy-Wednesday, April 28-30,
in Gay Hall cafeteria.
Auditions for membership in
the University Singers and the
Concert Choir for the fall
semester are also being held.
Interested students are invited
to call Dr. Wehr at 3786 or 8120.

Memorial fund
Faculty
members
and
students who wish to contribute
to
the
memorial
fund
estiablished for Larry J. Pope,
the former EKU periodicals
librarian, may do so by sending a check to the EKU
Foundation for the Larry J.
Pope Memorial Fund.
Checks should be mailed to
Dr. J.C. P Powlell, Vice
president for Administration.

The Art Club will meet at H
p.m lonight in Campbell 435
Anyone interested is welcome

Cash checks
The Bursars office has an
nounced that Tuesday. April 23.
is the last day that studenls max
cash checks on campus
Studenls should plan their
financial needs accordingly to
complete the semester.

Interdorm
Women's Interdorm will meet
at 4:30 p.m. today in Room D.
Powell. Officers for the 1975-76
academic year will be elected
at this time

Spring intersession
Registration for spring in
lersession. May 12-June 6 will
be held Monday. Tuesday and
Wednesdas
Registration
forms ma> be obtained ai ihe
registrar's office. Coates 15
Pre-registralion lor the fall
semester will be held April 21-23
for qualified studenls

The Internal tonal Student!
Assocailion is arranging a
group picnic at the scenic
Natural Bridge on Saturday.
April 19. All are welcome lo
join.
The charge for members and

*

Eastern students and guests
attending the German club
banquet held last Friday night
at St. Mark's Elementary
School dined on German food,
and listened to entertainment.
The dinner included a menu of
mixed Green salad, hot German
Potatoe salad, rye bread, and
three kinds of sausages:
Bratwurst,
which
tasted
somewhat like a hotdog;
Knackwurst, which was very
tasty; and Mettwurst, a spicy,
juicy meat. For any readers
who may have never tasted hot
German potatoe salad, the
ingredients include potatoes,
bacon chunks, onions, parsley,
spices, and a touch of tangy
vinegar.
A dessert of several different
cookies was also served: sugar
cookies with jelly centers,
chocolate chip cookies, and
cream puffs. I ced tea and
beer was served to top off the
meal.
Decorated with blue and
white checked cloths, the tables
were set up with candles, vases
containing flowers, and baskets
of pretzels. Some of the girls
wore traditional German
Dirndel skirts, and the walls,
were desinged with beer steins
and pictures.
After dinner, some of the club
members presented "Cabaret
in Pantomine."
The show
began with a line of dancers,
and President Rick Rider as
Master
of
Ceremonies,
welcomed the audience by
saying "Good evening Ladies
and Gentlemen, Leave your
troubles outside, in here they
are not welcome!"
The choreography by Kathy
Skidmore fit the parts of the
actors; the girls wore flapper
dresses from the 1920's and
nuo's that were skimpy and
glittered. Elaborate make-up'
and curled hair was also part of
the costumes.
A few of the songs in the show
were "Wellkomnen," "Money,
Money," "If You Could See
Her," and "Cabaret."
One
number that seemed to amuse
the audience was "Maybe This
time," pantomined by Sarah
DeRossett
Throughout the
song she diid a strip-tease dance
during which she threw her
glove to a man in the audience,
slowly unzipped her evening
gown, and stepped out in a
flapper dress that she had worn

earlier in Ihe show.
as
each performer took a
Another startling number
bow. and Rick thanked the
was "Two Ladies." performed audience for coming to Ihe
with strobe lights, during which banquet. "Cabaret in PanEd Adams pants fell down and tomine''
ended
with
he stood in his underwear laughter and applause
decorated with hearts.
The entire cast surprised the
audience with the song "Tiller
Girls." which they began by
running off the stage and
kissing almost everyonein the
crowd.
Scott Culton (sound director),
added some humor to the last
act, as he was pulled out from
behind a piano in his suspendered shorts.

Vet's Club
The Veteran's Club will meel
at " p ni tonight in the tirise
Room. Combs
All Vels are
u elcimie

Republicans

ISA picnic

'Cabaret in Pantomine' ,
highlights club banquet
BY SHERRY MCCAl'LLEY
Staff Writer

non-member* is $i ami IS S«i
iespecm\el>
For mure information, call Satyu Shaw
623-1.106

The
KKV
College
Republicans will host a combined caucus of Ihe 5th and Mil
District College Republicans at
6 p.m. tonight in llerndon
Lounge The speaker will be
Mr Rob Gable Republican
candidate for Governor of
Kentucky, and all College
Republicans are urged lo attend.
Senior parly officials and
members will also attend this
function
This will be con
sidered the regular meeting for
the EKU club

Prayer group

Phi Epsilon Kappa
I'II KpKilon Kappa u ill have a
banquet and initiation .u b:;ki
pin Thursday iS4tth' Anyone
interested should have money in
by Tue*da>
I'aynicnl i$23 lor initiation
tind$3 .'mtor the dinner ' ina> be
made in l>r Purlin '* ottice or
Or Holmes' office, lo Tim
Patterson. Palmer 215, or Art
Sciubba. Palmer .417

Graduation
Candidates lor gradual ion in
December. i»75. mum apply for
gradual ion by April -'."> in the
office of llieir college dean

In ten •lews
Monday.
April
21.
a
representative from Deal K
Bark
Associates
t'l1 A .
ISrundy, Va . will be interviewing seniors in accounting only for two positions
open in llieir firm
Friday.
April
25.
a
representative from Trotwood
Madison City School*, Trot
wood. Ohio will be interviewing
seniors in all areas of education

The faculty prayer group
meets at noon each Wednesday
in Dining Room E or F. Powell
Building

MADISON NATIONAL BANK
RICHMOND. KY.
Convenient, Full Service Branch Office, equipped
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner
—

Water and Second Street
■RANCH OFFICE HOURS

No personal

8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M. -Monday thru Thursday
8:00 A.M. until 6:00 P. M.

checks
cashed after

8:00 A.M. until 12 Noon

-Fridays
"Saturdays

Phone (Branch Office)

Phono (Main Office)

523-2799

623-2747

Tuesday

-;
■--;

McDonald's
c
big 2(T^ Birthday
'Hamburger
Gelebratioq.

-.
1

»-

HAPPY
MEADOW

r

NATURAL
FOODS
MARKET
.

Only 11 miles
from EKU
Campus
%

Open 9 till .6
Monday thru
Saturday

Phone
986-3456
U.S. 25
North, Berea
f

t>

.

Regular hamburgers only 15C plus tax.
One day only, Sunday, April 20^, 10:00 a.m. 'til closing.
McDonald's' will be 20 years old this
Sunday. It's our birthday, but the party's
for you! Sunday, from 10:00 a.m. to
closing, you can get a McDonald's regular
hamburger for only 15c plus tax. The
same 100<"c beef hamburgers you
always get at McDonald's, but for the

good old 1955 price . . Just 15c. It's
our way of thanking you for 20 great
years. Don't miss it! Sunday. April
20th. at participating McDonald's.

485 Eastern By-Pass

"Aft

■ McDonalds

Call or write forJ
fr£e newsletter'

i
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To avoid another Watergate

Magruder suggests varied reforms
BYIMANATAYLOR
Staff Writer
It is rather ironic, but not
surprising, that persons involved in Watergate, some of
them convicted felons, are
receiving payment for telling
their tales of woe.

He called "his prison experience
completely
dehumanizing and said there
was no privacy, no homogeneity
and a great amount of fear and
hostility
Magruder was incarcerated in a
minimum

The CBS interview of H.R.
i Boh< Haldeman is a good
example, as are the lecture
series now being staged by
virtually every other offender

Commentary

Lexington received a paid
taste of Watergate' Tuesday
night, with the appearance of
Jeb Sturart Magruder
at
Memorial Coliseum. Admission
was free, but it is very doubtful
that UK's Center Board didn't
provide McGruder with some
monetary reimbursement.

He advocated three reforms
in regard to the presidency—all
White House aids should be
subject to confirmation by the
Senate and hearings before the
House
and
Senate;
the
president should be required to
meet with the House and
Senate;
and
the
justice
department should depoliticize
and become part of the
bureaucracy.
Equally interesting were his
recommendations for prison
reform—providing meaningful
work and job opportunities;
allowing persons convicted of
non-violent crimes to remain in
their home environments,
working in public service

If the country remains in such
a perilous position, what was
thepointof all the initial clamor?
Increasing awareness, maybe.

I* .;**•*•••••**••**••**** ^

1966 MGB

British Racing Green

*
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*
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Farm boy9 Arnett
plays keyboard as
spare time hobby

But now back to Watergate,
which is probably why most
people attended his speech
anyway. He admitted that he
and
his colleagues were
"stupid" and that he had
committed a crime and been
punished for it. He also said the
great crime of Watergate was
the Nixon administration's
abuse of the system, rather than
using it as they had been elected
to do.
According to Magruder- the
point for major concern is not
the scandal itself, rather it is
that
after
the
scandal,
disruptions and illegality,
nothing has been done to change
the system, to make public
officials more responsive to the
public. This view has also been
espoused by various political
scientists and leaders across
the country.

FOR SALE

*
*
*
*
*
*

* Very Good Condition *
*
*

CALL

Bob at
623-2843

*
*
*

or see at 519 Ballard Dr.
il********************** T
LEWS
GENTLEMAN? JEANS
AND JACKET

*Sk

When one thinks of a farm boy
he usually thinks of a tall. lean,
simple country lad When one
thinks of a concert organist he
usually thinks of a rich,
sophisticated young man.
But Billy Ray Arnt,tt, an
accounting major from London.
Ky . is just as at home in a
tuxedo performing before an
audience in an elegant motel
ballroom as he is chasing beef
cattle on his family's farm.
Its not unusual for Billy to get
up at .5a.m. to look all over his
145-acre farm for a loose calf
and then provide the music for a
state-wide horse show that
afternoon.
He started taking piano
lessons in the third grade and
picked up the organ later.
Although he likes the piano,
Billy said he loved playing the
organ.
"I couldn't
live
without
it." he said.
Billy has played at horse
shows, dances, the Ramada Inn
in London, and provided halftime music at the National
Athletic Assocation Union
tournament held at London
three years ago.
Not everyorie thought that he
could accomplish what he has.
According to Billy, his piano
teacher thought he would never
make a piano player.
Billy said when he was first
taking lessons his teacher would
get mad because he wouldn't
practice
anything
except
"boogie woogie."

Another amusing incident
occurred while he was playing
at a horse show at Stanford.
Most people think that themusic
is for the people but the horses
listen too, andsometimes step in
time to it.
Billy was playing "Sweet
Georgia Brown" and he noticed
that when he paused between
verses one of the horses would
also stop and wouldn't start
again until the music resumed.
The rider, a small boy,
couldn't figure out what was
wrong with the horse.
Always a practical joker,
Billy stepped up the beat and
then stopped all of a sudden.
The horse did like wise stopping
so suddenly the boy was thrown
over his head.
To some, it may seem strange
that a person who has worked
for $50 an hour just playing
music would want to go on to
school and make a career of
accounting but as Billy puts it,
"Music is just my hobby,
I wouldn't like to go into it full
time because that would make
it like work instead of fun."
Over the years Billy has n.
vested over $4,000 in his organ
system. He started out with a
regular Hammond organ and
later added a black Leslie 825.
Then a Leslie 122RV, a Univoc
rhythm section and an Esty
travel organ which gives him a
total of four keyboards. He also
has two Leslie Tone cabinet
speakers which have enough
volume to engulf a football
stadium.
Billy was a member of the
high school band at Laurel
County where he played the
trumpet. This was merely the
instrument he chose to play
because according to him,"I can
play anything."
A former student at UK last
year Billy transferred to EKU
this fall

YbuVe
been there.
Now you can
help them.

Levi's cut* this trimlooking Gentleman*
Jeans outfit a little
bit fuller, for a lot
more comfort. The
shirt jacket's slightly curved seam
gives it a lean
look. Levi's
traditional attention to detail
means the jacket
and leans are very
well put together ...
and so are you.
Come put together
your own look, from
a variety of coordinating fabrics to
match or mix. You'll
be amazed how
goocj-looking comfort can be.

Photo by Rick Yen

It's 'still'art.

but when she did "she about
swallowed her tongue."

BY RONNIE BARNES
Staff Writer

He stopped taking lessons, got
his own organ, and began
learning to play what he wanted
to.
Six years later while he was
playing at the Ramada Inn, his
old piano teacher and her
family came in. Billy said that
I she didn't recognize him at first

Comfortable
doesn't mean
sloppy
anymore.

And when the actions of the
men surrounding Richard
Nixon during the Watergate
affair are seriously considered,
it all may not be so difficult to
understand. After all. what if
you were a young,
aspiring
politician and the president ol
the L'nited States said. "I want
you to do something about this
iexpletive deleted/ situation:'

Personality Introspect:

security prison.
the type
reputed to be the country club of
the prison system.
Magruder
strongly denied the validity of
that reputation.

Magruder
addressed
a
somewhat less than standing
room only crowd concerning the
institutions of the presidency
and the prisons. Having been
where he was, when he was, he
is one of few Americans in
history to have first hand
knowledge of both.

point a finger and ask "Why did
you do it°" It has alreadv been
done, for whatever reason, and
it's time to learn from the experience.

or perhaps generating a lidal
wave of distrust of government
officials Whatever. McGruder
said the country gets what it
deserves and tne election of
unfit leaders is evidence of
widespread apathy
There were, of course, token
hecklers present Tuesday night.
one of which waved a small
American flag during the
question and answer session
But Magruder received more
applause than anyone, even
more than those few who had
relevant, pointed questions
It is rather frivolous now to

positions, and an increase in
concern for prisoners by case
workers and prison officials.

Career-oriented for lawyers

Pre-law students organize club
BY WAYNE BOBLITT
Staff Writer
Several students interested in
attending law school after
graduation met April 8 to
discuss plans for forming an
organization of pre-law students
at Eastern.
Mr. Arthur Lloyd. Eastern's
pre-law advisor and acting
chairman of the political
science department spoke at the
meeting. He explained that the
club, if formed, would not be a
social club but an organization
that pre-law students would feel
as helpful to them.
No credit offered.
The pre-law club would offer
no credit. Lloyd said, but ht
went on to say, "Getting into
law school isn't easy."
"A student gets out of a prelaw club just what he puts into
it," Lloyd said. "It all depends
on how serious one is about
getting admitted to law school.
Any person serious about law
would get the best preparation
possible and would want to keep
up with what is going on concerning law schools."
Discussed at the meeting
were preparations college
students had to make to get into
law school.
Concerning
preparatory curriculum a
student would need to take,
Lloyd said that there is no such
thing as a pre-law curriculum at
Eastern anymore
and that
there has not been such
a
program for the past seveal
years.
He said that law schools did
want people with a broad
educational
background,
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English needed
A background in English was
definitely needed, Lloyd said, in
both spoken English and written
English.
Law schools stress
reading comprehension.
Political science, accounting,
public speaking, logic, and
business law are among other
preparatory courses of study
that may prove helpful to
students when they enter law
school.
It was mentioned that most
law schools base their admission of students on three
things: the college grade point
average, recommendations and
the like from people, and
the score a student makes on a
law school admission test that
everybody who plans to go to
law school is requred to take.
Ms.
Rebecca
Broaddus,
Eastern business law instructor, also spoke to the
students present. She said that
the law school test could give a
person a realistic view of what
he is able and not able to accomplish in the law field. It
could also help a student decide
whether or not he should go to
law school.
Ms. Broaddus also emphasized the importance of a
good English background. She
said that on the law school test,
a person had to read material
and be able to comprehend it,
even though much of the
material might not interest
him.
From the test, one could find

For more information about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to
Room I- 1t7
Father Joseph Mallei. s.D.B.
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Therefore, it was necessary
for students to apply to at least
four or five different law
schools.
Requirements vary
Different law schools consider different things
before
they admit an applicant. All
law schools have cutoffscertain minimum rates below
which an applicant cannot be
admitted.
Some law schools have a
cutoff based on students' grade
point averages, so recommendations from people would
not do much good in those
situations.
Other law schools, however,
are starting to look away from
students who make good grades
but cannot relate well topeople
regardless of the grades they
have made.
Undergraduate work
It also makes a difference as
to what college an applicant
attended.
A person who attended a school like the
University of Kentucky would
probably be given more consideration than an applicant
from Eastern or Western.

I'l.u-rinriil affected
Lloyd told of a pre law club .il
Duke University in Nor,|)j
Carolina that helps its members
get into law school when they
graduate. This club, which once
a month, puts out a list of books
that would be helpful r eadiruj
for its members
Members
read one book a month and tell
the members about il at the
meetings.
Lloyd said Duke University
has been known to be successful
for getting its students into law
schools, a fact that may be
attributed to this pre-law club.
Lloyd said the Eastern club, if
formed would be a way in which
pre-law students
here could
help other students throughout
the year and a way to let
students interested in law know
what was going on.
Organization stressed

He said that all the club could
do this spring semester would
be to organize itself. The club
could get off to a good start in
the fall if it was formed this
semester.
The people present voted to
organize a prelaw club.
Several students volunteered ito
be on a committee to start up.a
club charter.
The next meeting of the prelaw club has been set for April
24, 4:30 p.m. in the Powell
Building
All interested
students are invited to attend.

—

WIN* WIN* WIN
Your One-Stop
Shopping Center At

Street Address.

Your Current Job-

Other aspects of law school
admission were discussed.
Lloyd said that all law schools
have a broad policy to take
people
from
a
wide
geographical range, and if all
interested student from one
college ti.e. Eastern' applied to
one law school, they would be
competing against each other
for admission.

school. It does not hurt a person's chances uf gelling into law
school, however, if he does
graduate work or slays out of
school for a few years after
finishing college.
Some law
schools prefer applicants who
have not gone to law schoot
straight from college

Register lor our
monthly drawings
No purchase necessary

I am interested in the Priesthood D Brotherhood Q

CHy

out the minimum score a
particular law school allows to
admit somebody before he
applies to that school

Now star-ring at LeRoy's

Levis

i Salesians

however.
Attorneys need a
broad educational background
because there is no way of
knowing what type of a case
might come up before them.

One definitely has to have a
four-year degree to get into law

They've got a long way to
go. In a world that isn't easy.
But with someone's help,
they'll make it. What they need
is a friend. Someone to act as
confidant and guide. Perhaps,
it could be you as a Salesian
Priest or Brother.
The Salesians ol St. John
Bosco were founded in 1859 to
serve youth. Unlike other orders whose apostolate has changed
with varying conditions, the Salesians always have been — and
will be. youth oriented. Today we're helping to prepare youngsters for the world that awaits them tomorrow. Not an easy
task but one which we welcome.
And how do we go about it? By following the precepts of
our founder, Don Bosco. To crowd out evil with reason, religion
and kindness with a method of play, learn and pray. We're
trying to build better communities by helping to create better men.
As a Salesian, you are guaranteed the chance to help
the young in a wide range of endeavor... as guidance counselors, technical and academic teachers, as coaches,
psychologists ... in boys clubs, summer camps ... as missionaries. And you are given the kind of training you need to
achieve your aims.
The Salesian family is a large one (we are the third largest
order) but a warm one. A community with an enthusiastic family
feeling where not only our talents are shared but our shortcomings, too. If you feel as we do, that service to youth can be
an important mission in your life, we welcome your interest.

I

Two an majors. Jene Maupin and Trances Dorscy. refuse to sketch still-life art in I bottled
up. clostrophobie building« hile Mr Sun sheds a better light on the more interesting subjects
of trees, flowers, birds, people Miss Maupin isitroniLexington. and Miss Dorsey is n native
of Flemingsburg

Blue Grass Hardware
112 E. Main
Downtown
Phone 623-2390
Sorority Mascots
Giftware-Houseware
Novelties-TV
Radio Repair Shop
Appliances
and Plumbing Shop
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Learn to use time wisely, establish good
study habits and skills while having fun
The key to both success and
enjoyment in college lies in your
ability to use lime wisely. In
order to have fun while getting
the most out of these years, you
need to establish a pattern of
good study habits and skills.
Such - habits and skills will
help you get the necessary work
done as the months and years go
by, and you will handle exams
with a minimum of stress and a
maximum of achievement.
Authorities in •education
generally agree that successful
preparation for an examination
starts in the beginning of each
term and continues throughout.
Six overall steps are suggested:
1. Make a term 'turiv plan
2. Use good review techniques
:l. Develop a confident attitude
4. Organize pre-exam hours
5. Pace the exam carefully
ii. Keassess your work

.Make A Term Study Plan
Al the beginning of each term
develop a daily schedule that
allows
time
for
class
preparation, study, review,
recreation, eating and sleeping.
Your ability to adhere to the
plan will be a measure of your
success.
A study area, conducive to
learning, is important. Make
sure it has good light and all the
tools you will need Before the
term starts, have on hand the
texts, study guides, outlines,
diclionries and reference books,
paper, pads, nolebnooks and
pens that will allow you to
concentrate
without
interruption.
Study and review differ from
each other. As they are equally
important, allocate time for
both in your daily schedule ■

Study refers to learning new
material for the first time.
Review is critical because it
strengthens the retention of this
new knowledge.
Forgetting takes place most
rapidly immdiately after
learning. Review and recall,
therefore, is more effective
soon after study. Following
each class go over the main
points for 10 to 15 minutes to
reinforce them in your memory.
This makes reviewing for
exams later a quicker, simpler
task.
Don't overtax your memorx
or stamina. Research shows
that most people can absorb and
retain just so much knowledge
at one time. It's important to
learn day by day, week by
week. But each period of study
scheduled into your work plan
should be no longer than I of 1' i

Pre-marriage seminar continued

''The Psychology of Male and
Female" program presented
their spouse, and become
someone they aren't," Burkhart
continued.
"This is an extension of self love, because
they are not capable of loving
The first of four programs in and respecting a completely
the . pre-marriage seminar,
different person from them"Before You Tie the Knot,'' was selves."
presented
Thursday, April'- "The burden of change must
3, to an overflow crowd of 180
rest with the individual. One
students in the Kennamer Room can make requests, but not
of the Powell Building.
demand change." According to
Such a turnout was a "dream
come true," said Eugene
Strange, campus minister and
director of the Wesley Foundation, because early estimates
while the program wax in the
planning stages suggested that
25 persons 'might attend.'
The seminar, to be held every
Thursday during the month of
April at 7:00 p.m., is sponsored by the Wesley Foundation
and Men's" and Women's
I n lerdorm.
Thursday's session was entitled
"Communications—
Before and After." Resource
persons were Dr. Effie Creamer
and Dr. John Burkhart, Eastern
faculty members.
According to Burkhart, "moat
married couples do not find
happiness in marriage. Most Burkhart,
much
marital
persons have emotional and therapy serves to develop
personal problems, and the communication to present to
emotional strain causes them to each other the real you.
be upset and unhappy."
He continued, "Love is a
1, "Most people aren't able to feeling of being accepted and
handle an intimate relationship, held,
emotionally
and
thus most marriages are physically."
failures," he continued.
Burkhart criticized American
Burkhart said, "Our society courtship today has being a
views intimacy on a tangible "first class shame." "Persons
sexual level.
Interpersonal never get too acquainted that
intimacy is where two persons they
share
interpersonal
learn to share their goals and communication while alone,
values and composite of their and develop a realtionship.
being, as they give to each other They may have a good time, but
to establish a relationship."
never get very close."
"Most people won't really
According to Burkhart, "Most
relate, because exposing one's people don't communicate due
self is a frightful thought," he to built-in difficulties in our
continued.
"Instead many culture. We are developing a
follow the 'what you see is what passive spectator society, and
you get approach.' The fear is as a result we are becoming
that if a person gets a full view increasingly non-verbal."
of the other, he may see the
"Much of this is due to the
other's limitations, and won't mass media," he stated. "We
love or date them anymore." sit for two to four hours a day in
"But one can't keep up the front of the television and don't
false face forever," Burkhart say a word. Television becomes
said, " and six months after the center of the family as they
marriage they may realize that huddle around it day after day.
they don't like the person they This stifles the whole notion i of
married."
family talking."
"Once they get the package
Burkhart recommended that
unwrapped, they then have the families make it an event to
opportunity to fall in love, and a take time to talk, listen, and
relationship may begin that is share. "The knack to talk about
full of knowledge and un- yourself is never cultivated in
the home.
The typical
derstanding," he said.
"Some newly weds are forced American young person has
to conform to the tailoring of never experienced
personal
BY MARLA RIDENOUR
SUff Writer

intimacy, sharing feelings and
ideas, yet have a craving for it
and expect it in marriage.
When questioned by a student
on living together before
marriage, Burkhart replied,
"Most don't stay together,
because there is no drive to
establish a relationship."
Dr. Effie Creamer, also a
faculty member remarked that
the "college situation is an
artificial situation where you
don't have to reveal who you
really are."
Her section of the program
used personal questions on the
individual expectations of their
own marriage to obtain the
audience's
reaction
and
promote discussion.
The questions explored such
areas as: would it matter if
your spouse was on a different
educational level, was from out
of town and expected you to live
there, or was from a different
cultural background.
She warned males that "the
present generation is one of noncooks."
'- Most of the persons attending
the seminar responded that
they would also be attending the
other three programs.^
Last week's program was
"The Psychology of Male and
Female" and was led by Dr.
Merita Thompson, and I)r
Coles Raymond.
It was
concerned with the 'mysteries'
of the sexes and' the misunderstandings which can stem
from them in a marital
relationship.
Dr. Thompson provided
insight into the ways that men
and women are both different
yet alike. Dr. Raymond
alsodiscussedbirth control and
the attitudes and responsibilities of both male and
female.
The session was
held at
7:00 p.m. in the Kennamer
Room of the Powell Building.

hours, followed by some kind of
recreation, meal or other activity
Take legible class and study
notes. Mark the margins and
underline your textbooks
throughout the term and you
will be able to review for weekly
quizzes or final exams with a
minimum of strain.

end of your preparation for
exams. Put a sheet over each
page and slowly uncover the
first heading—see if you can
remember the main points
under it.
As you go. ask
yourself what, when etc.

i'r\ to predict the e\am
questions. Be alert throughout
the term to the emphasis instructors put on certain topics,
I'se Good Rei lew Techniques
aspects or ideas. They often
If you have applied yourself give clues to points that are
during the term, then preparing important or particularly need
for exams is largely a question review
of review. The time needed is
Depend On Others
not as extensive as some
students think—provided you
Ask yaw professor uhat hihave been working consistently. recommends
for
pr.eReview for weekly quizzes examination work.
L'se his
should take no more than 15 comments as a guide but don't
minutes a mid-term hour exam try to outguess him
2 or 3 hours, and a final
(■roup reviewing can be
examination 5 to 8 hours.
helpful. But it shouldn't take the
Your preparation for a final place of working on your own.
Limit discussions of significant
should be carefully scheduled
into the two weeks prior to points and possible test
exam day. Organize a schedule questions to 30 or 45 minutes,
that doe not interfere with your with no more than 4 or 5 people.
regular study for on-going
Avoid cramming. If you have
classes. Beware of racing your
followed a regular schedule of
motor.
Make sure you still
study and review, you should
allow time for rest and
not have to cram the last day.
relaxation, with no longer than 1
Remember, forgetting takes
or m hours of review at one
place more rapidly right after
time. Your mind needs breaks.
learning. If you do have to cram.
Plan
your
review be selective. Don't attempt an
systematically
and
con- exhaustive review.
sistently. Go from main idea to
"How to Prepare Successfully
main idea, using the textbook
chapter headlines or your in- for Kxaminations", appearing
structor's term outline as a here in two installments, is AAP
guide. Go from chapter notes to STUDENT SERVICE article
chapter notes or from class designed to help collegians
notes to class notes, recalling improve their use of study time
the important headings and and learning materials. A
complimentary complete copy
ideas in each.
If certain points are difficult »ill be sent to you if you write to
for you to remember, THEN, AAP STUDENT SERVICE.
American
reread the textbook. Otherwise Association of
stick with your notes.
Don't Publishers. Inc.. One Park
plan to learn something for the Avenue. New York 10016.
first time.
Making summary notes if
often helpful, depending on the
amount of the material to be
reviewed. In 4 to 8 pages you
can outline the main points o
your detailed class and text
chapter notes. Headings with
indented numbered points'
under then make relationships
more obvious. This procedure
will also help reinforce the
major ideas and important
details.
Summary notes can also
serve as a self-test toward the

Methodist
schedule
activities
Rap Hour will be at 9:30 a.m.
and worship thru sharing at 7:08
p.m. Sunday. Monday at 5:30
p.m. there will be a meal,
followed by a program by Dr.
Nordgelin at 6:15 p.m. Wesley
Singers practice at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday. Wednesday the topic
for fellowship hour will be "How
to Develop a Happy Home", it
meets at 6:30 p.m.

MONEY TO LOAN

1

On Anything Of Value.

JIM'S PAWN SHOP
Bus Station

South third Street Richmond, Kentucky .
IMMWHI WWi J^Pal P* )■•■■ W»» J^r* ^*.

ysm\bffl&
Our Pizza Hut Buck is worth Si off the price of any large pizza,
at any participating Pizza Hut restaurant.

£
Redeem lor Si with the pmcheic
of any Urge pine it theie
Dt'ticipetinf Pine Hut ftftWuranti

'Tis the season...'
Is it football season? No, it is the middle of
April, and baseball season. But you certainly would not know it while observing
yesterday's baseball game against Ohio

State University. Wrapped in a snuggly
quilt, one student probably is unaware of the
winning and losing that took place onHughes
Field

Gamma Theta Upsilon holds first
"Expidition" to Claiborne Farms

A local chapter of Gamma
Theta Upsilon (GTU), the
International Geographic
honorary
society
being
organized here at EKU, held its
first "Expedition" this past
week. A group of the chapter's
members and Geography Dept.
faculty trekked to the Claiborne
Farms near Paris, Ky. to see
the famed horse Secretariat.
Amid snapping cameras the
great stallion abliged the group

by nibbling grass from hands,
fingers and all else
within
reach including the blanket
belonging to the Carlos Smith's
baby. Reva Ridge, stable-mate
to Secretariat put on a display
of spirited play as the group of
geographers and planners,
visited his paddock. Judger,
last year's Derby contender,
remained aloof nearby. Many
more expeditions are planned
for the future.

Welcome EKU Students!
*

OPEN 24 HOURS!

SHOE
GALLERY
THE LATEST IN
CAMPUS FOOTWEAR
—Choose from several styles
Wedgies—clogs—sandals

— Tooled leather uppers
wooden, soles
—Sizes 4 to 10 M

J79»

7
SPRING & YEAR'ROUND
STYLES NOW '24"
—Famous brands known for
their excellence include—
El Padrino—Italia—Harbor
-Select rich leathers and Patents
—Fine craftsmanship in a variety
of styles

WFEI EXPIRES APRIL 31. 1975

-Hut

Richmond Pizza Hut

Our people make it better
'

r 1975

P.II«

Hui

Pizza Hut of Richmond, Eastern By-Pass

p[^ 623"2264
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In fighting alcoholism

Male nursing students
feel need to change
female medical tradition

Ruffing emphasizes the need
for ffood factual information
BY WI1.MA REED
Staff Writer
"Refusal to accept negative
altitudes toward drinking is the
best way to fight alcoholism,"
said Leo Ruffing from The
Lexington branch of Volunteers
of America here last week.
The subject of Ruffing's
presentation was "Alcoholism:
A Social Problem." Ruffing
drew from his early experiences for insight and
background into alcoholism.
Ruffing stated that he got
drunk at age 14 and stayed that
way as much as possible until
he was 28. He said he got in
trouble with the law and even
tried to commit suicide. Then,
involved in an accident, he
. spent time in a hospital and
went into delirium tretnens or
convulsions from not being able
to get any alcohol The next 3' ?
months were spent in a padded
cell
When he was released, he said
that he could not even read
because his mind had been
through so much. Someone told
him
about
Alcoholics
Anonymous for the first time.
Ruffing, who is now working on
a doctorate degree in counseling, said that he has not had
a drink in 174 years and does
not intend to drink again.
Ruffing blames alcohol
problems on the attitudes of
Americans. Alcoholism is a
unique sickness he said.
"People will get mad at you if
you are a drunk and yet a
person almost has to- drink to
be socially accepted," he added.
Ruffing defined alcoholism as
the time when a person loses

r

control and no longer has the
choice of how much and when to
drink. He added that each case
is different.
The alcoholic is the person
with the compulsion to get that
chemical, alcohol, Ruffing said
He added that the alcoholic
wants to drink even when they
have a hangover.
Attitudes are stacked against
women who drink stated Ruffing. "They're damned if they
do and damned if they don't,"
he said. Women are expected to
drink - but not get drunk he
continued.
He said, for
example, that if a man sobers
up after twelve years of
drunkeness, he is a hero; but if
a
woman accomplishes the
same feat, then she is called a
reformed prostitute.

than those who drink in "wet"
areas
For example, in a ten month
period Estill county with a
population of 12,752. a "dry.
county, had 1,885 alcohol
related arrests. In the same
period Madison county with a
population of.42.730 had 2900
alchohol related arrests'.
Percentage wise. Estill
county has only 30 per cent as
great a population as Madison
County but had 65 per cent as
many alcohol related arrests.
Jews, who use alcohol
extensively in their religious
functions, have the least alcohol
problem in the world Ruffing
said. Citing statistics, 49 per
cent of Baptists drink and 17 per
cent have problems with
alcohol; 90 per cent of Catholics
drink and 5 per cent have
alcohol related problems.
Catholics have a less restricted
attitude toward alcohol was
Ruffing's explanation.
Americans have rigid attitudes
toward drinking said Ruffing.
"If you ask any American, how
he would like for his son or
daughter to drink, he could give
you a very definite answer right
away", stated Ruffing.
Last year drinking cost
Americans 25 billion dollars and
25,000 lives - 60 per cent of
which were college age - he
pointed out. Yet, he added, less
than 10 per cent of doctors in
America are qualified to treat
alcoholism.
People are going to drink
Ruffing emphasized, and the
answer is not prohibition." The
answer, is "good factual information and refusal to accept
these negative attitudes." he
said.

Further complicating the
case of the woman drinker,
ialthough it takes a man about
fifteen years to go through the
progressive
stages
of
alcoholism) it only takes about
half that time for a woman,
stated Ruffing.
"Women are more likely to
try to hide their drinking
problems which only worsens
the probem," said Ruffing. He
added that contrary to a few
years ago, now the number of
women alcoholics is approximately the same as that
of men.
America has a repressed
society Ruffing declared.
Religion says that it is a sin to
drink and Kentucky is an
example with its large number
of "dry" counties he said.
According to Dr. Bob Strauss
of University of Kentucky
research, those who drink in dry
counties .have more problems
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Hatch for the the Opening
•f onr New Store in the the
University Shopping Center
IM^MMMMAMMAMM

It won't be long now until everyone will be
seeking a comforting place of solitude to
study in order to pass those hectk finals.

Max Weber, altruism, and Ihe
mind-brain relationship will be
topics considered at the annual
spring meeting of Ihe Kentucky
Philosophical Association April
19 at Eastern Kentucky
University.
About 60 members of the
Association, which includes
professors of philosophy and
others from Kentucky colleges
and universities, are expected
to attend the meeting according
to Dr. Frank Williams, EKU
associate
professor
of

Reye Coburn. a sophomore elementary
education major from Cincinnati, gets a
head start.

m I ui is u II i
and

SHERRY MCCAULLEY
Staff Writers
Leningrad
has
an
aesthetically romantic charm
with its canals criss-crossing
the city.
Svetlana our tour
guide told us that Peter the
Great loved Venice. Italy, so
much thai he had Ihe canals
built
People in Leningrad, we

philosophy, KPA secretarytreasurer, av
Papers will be presented at
the meeting on Max Weber by
Prof. James Valone. Bellarmine College, Louisville; on
altruism, by Prof. Wayne
Sheeks.
Murray
Slate
University, and on the mindbain relationship, by Prof.
Robert Krushwilz, Georgetown,
Ky College
The meeling will begin at 10
a.m. in Ihe Kennamer Room of
the Powell Building.

UNIVERSITY
TALENT SHOW
Sf**}scridou rrtsnnpo » Stpficfffore Class

»$2TO Scholarship
...+chi place Winner

noticed, are more Western
oriented in terms of lifestyles
than in Moscow probably
because Ihe city is still a major
shipping link to Ihe West.
Clothing is more colorful and
many bright articles of clothing
were seen. However, people
still wore the stereotyped furry
caps.
• The style of architecture was
predominantly
classical
although the Baroque influence
is alsb strong. Since yellow was
the favorite color of the famous
architect
Rossi, many antiquated buildings bear that
color of their
walls and
columns.
Leningrad^
formerly
St.
Petersburg, was a shipping port
long before
it was a city,
Svetlana said.The old city was
named for St. Peter, not Peter
the Great, the city's founder.
St. Petersburg was founded in
1703 as a strategic means of
protection of Russian territory.
In 1712. it became (he capital of
Russia.
Long after Moscow became
the capital the name St.
-Petersburg was changed, due to
World War I, to Petrograd
Leningrad became the city's
name due to the rule of
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin.
While in Leningrad . we
visted the Ethnographical
Museum, composed of 14 halls
each representing one republic
of the USSR.
The Russian Exhibition
showed (hat Russia began as an
agricultural, non-industrial
country. It was the man's job
(hen (o do the farming although
the women gathered the harvest.
• The work of the woman.

Svetlana explained, was very
difficult as they had lo go to
work at age Iwelve. Women did
Ihe processing of flax. wove,
housekeeping and many other
jobs all by hand.
Al Ihe end of Ihe 19th centruy.
peasants were 'ruled by landlords and
kulaks
(the
bourgoisie of the villages) and
many peasants immigrated lo
Siberia or France. They Iraveld
on foot, carrying only a sack of
wheat for food.
In 1861 serfdom was abolished
and peasants were free to own
their own land. Woodcarvings
became typical for the exterior
of houses
and some stained
glass was used on the windows
The harp is the oldest
musical instrument in Russia
although some of the better
known ones are the accordian
and the balalyka.
The Exhibition of Georgia,
another republic of the USSR,
was also visited. Georgians are
a very military people because
Ihey were invaded so many
limes by Prussia and Turkey.
The main occupation in
Georgia involves working in
vineyards; each peasant house
has its own unique wine.
Georgia is also very famous for
Iheir fruits.
The next place on the agenda
was the Hermitage. Ihe Winter
Palace of Ihe Tsars , which was
built in 1601 in Baroque style.
After a fire in 1837, the palace
was rebuilt in the classic style.
Two masterpieces
of
Leonardo da Vinci hang in the
large Hermitage Museum Hall:
Madonna With Flower and
Madonna With Child.
Rembrandt sent smaller
paintings to the Tsars for their

(donated bu Senior Class)

Total.

When asked whal miscon
Dan Bracken went lo Vietnam ceptions people have about
as a member of the Marine male nursing sludenls. Dan
Force Reconnaissance I'nit said. Thai they're a more
before he came lo Eastern.
feminine type man I think
This unil dropped in the jungl
people are beginning lo underlo hunt for the enemy Now he stand especially Ihe John
is a nursing student at Eastern
Dan believes male nursing Wayne lypes." Dan played
football in high school and likes
students are on the upswing.
camping, hiking, scuba diving
"People don't snicker as bad
now as they did a feu years ago and parachute jumping
Jerry Vincent wanted to go lo
when yousaidyou were a male
medical school when he got out
nursing sludenl." he said.
of high school, but he did nol
Men are becoming nurses
think he could make il in
now perhaps because nursing is
medical school "I just wanted
a universally needed career in
something in the medical field."
the health field Since male and
he said. His wife was going lo
female roles have been
be a nurse, so he decided lo go
changing, men have fell free to
into il. too.
enter nursing.
Jerry is Ihe former director al
Dan also was a medic when he Mattox Hall, is married and has
was in Ihe Marines. When he three children He goes fishing
and has worked for a railroad
Male nurses are more stable
and will slay on the job longer,
alleged Jerry
If their
qualifications are equal, men
will get promoted more quickly
than women in Ihe nursing field
"I haven't had any problems
A few thought male nurses
homosexuals.
approval, but Ihe Hermitage were
holds many thai were brought Professionals thought it was a
Jerry
(here after Rembrandt's lime. good idea." he said.
These show the bright com- believes men are needed more
position and high spirits of the on psychiatric and alcoholic
wards.
artist's work.
Rick McCollum. a six foot-two
The French Collection holds a
very comprehensive exhibit of inch blond with a ruddy comFrench
masterpieces plexion was influenced lo go
dating from the 14th centruy. into nursing because of his
and through
The French grandmother.
"My grandmother had both of
Impressionism period
Also^B*Leningrad was Si. her legs amputated. I spent
Isaac'?*Cathedral which is nights in ihe hospital with her,
almost entirely marble on the some days, too," he said
There are six children in
exterior while the interior is
decorated with columns of the Rick's family, all living on a
semi-precious stones malachite small farm in Ohio. When he
and lapis lazuli
lived at home. Rick had to
the cow, feed Ihe
Isaac's Cathedral sits in the milk
center spot of Leningrad, across chickens, take care of the
from the City Soviet. There is a garden and chase the bull when
statue of
Peter I
on a he got out.
Rick leaches swimming
horse that has an interesting
lessons during the summer. He
story.
Catherine the Great came to was on a swimming team in
Leningrad during her reign high school and plans to gel in
and stayed in a palace engaged
"I think people are getting a
overlooking the statue of her
now.
father. Furious because Ihe lot more open-minded
.stalue faced away from Ihe I've found the patients respond
palace, she ordered il lo be more positive lo a male figure.
turned around so it would face They'll get themselves under
her. The Bishop at St. Isaac's control a lot quicker if I'm in
didn't want the statue facing there," he said.
Mike Perlow taught high
away from the church, so when
Catherine came back to school and then wenl into
Leningrad the slatue again had business, but was dissatisfied
with his work. He found out he
its back lo her.
As a finishing touch, our hotel could complete a bachelor's
degree in two and one-half
in Leningrad.the Hotel Astoria
also carries a story. Hitler was years at Eastern, so he came
so confident he would win Ihe here.
"I
don't
see
any
city in his first attack that he
had a guest list drawn up for a problems. 1 don't recognize
celebration dinner/to be held at any at all ..Nobody's whistled
Hotel Astoria.
When Hitler at me yet. I may gel in a fight in
didn'i take Lenigrad the in-- Ihe john tonight, but as of right
vilation list had to be postponed now, none" he said about being
a male nursing sludenl
indefinitely.
Mike believes doctors prefer
male nurses. "They tend lo be
less emotional. . . Under
emotional stresses, females
have a tendency to go to
pieces " he alleges.
According lo Mike, male and
female roles are changing. "Of
course everyone thinks they're
effeminate or homosexual," he
said about male nurses. Even
so, there is a substantial
number of men coming into
»
nursing ."
»

Made especially for people
who use spit
on their contact lenses.

Monday, April 21st
7P.TH.-11 pm
In Ravine

PAIR UP WITH

No Admission Charge
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18 Student Acts

/ Vatitiu of
Entertainment and

An evening of Fun

lefl service, he wanted lo s(ay in
(he medical feild. so he enlered
nursing

Leningrad's romantic charm lures visitors
to St. Isaac's Cathedral, Hotel Astoria

features paper on Max Weber

CURRIER'S MUSIC WORLD

Photo by Rick Yeh

Nature study

Kentucky Philosophical Association
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BY CATHY RAKEIt
Staff Writer

You really think you're saving
something. Like the time it takes for
proper lens care. And the cost of ^
different solutions.
But in the long run you may wind
up paying for short cuts. There's a
chance your contacts will become
contaminated, They'll probably feel
uncomfortable and bother you. You
may even get an eye infection. So why
take chances with saliva?
Now there's Total* The all-in-one
contact lens solution that does it all.
Total* wets, soaks, cleans
and cushions. And you
only have to use a single
solution to get the whole
job done.
There are two good
ways to buy Total*— the
2 oz. size and the 4 oz.

size. Total 2 oz. has a free, mirrored
lens storage case, and the new economy 4 oz. size saves you 25%.
Total' is available at the campus
bookstore or your local drugstore.
And we're so sure you'll like
Total* that we'll give you your second
bottle free. Just send a Total* box top
with your name, address and college
name to:
Total, Allergan
Pharmaceuticals
2525 Dupont Drive
Irvine, California 92664
(Limit one per person.
n*""*L J~—\ Offer expires
July 31,1975.)

IT$ YOUR
BASIC
SENSATIONAL
SHOE
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Tfotal

I nets
soaks &81
deans
cushion

don't miss it!
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Donations will be collected for th^
American Cancer Society.

The University Store

• In case of inclimate weather, talent show will be in HirAi Brock

k

»

Trie good sport. Easymoving leather. Fastaction rubber sole.
Foam-cushioned insole
Tie up to a pair

$24.99

Total: The easy way to care for your contacts.
Available at
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The weekend exodus

SANTANA

'Suitcasers' desert campus
would rather be playing the big
time Second of all. Daugherty
Mid: "You would have to get a
lug name star in here like Elton
John tn induce the kids to stay
Daugherty cited Louisville and
Cincinnati as two main reasonkids led because ol the large
Concerts given in those two
lines
Daugherty also said thai
when such things a> dances are
given, according to reports not
lhal many people .mend
anyway
And he said perlormers for the dances are
scarce

BY CAYLEN TICHENOR
Staff Writer
Ever; Friday they come out
At lirst they comeout oneortW'<
at a time but by three-thirty in
the afternoon it looks like the
lemmings annual rush to the
sea. They are the -weekenders ' The. are also known as
• Suitcasers."
B\ definition, a weekender is
a person who goes home every
weekend
They come in late
Sunday night or early Monday
morning and by three-thirty on
Friday the stragglers are
leaving
Their presence—or
lack of it-plays an important
part
over
the
campus's
weekend.

I'hoto by Don Wallbaum

riui in lieu of all this
weekenders are responsible for
certain things Like the lack ol
thefts on weekends.
Billy
Lockridge of Security said that
on weekends fewer people are
around which makes patrolling
easier As a matter of fact one
man is relieved of patrolling on
Ihe 11-7 shift on Saturdays.

When the sixth day of the week arrives, the suitcasers' make a mass exodus for all roads
leading away from campus.

Home Economics department
sponsors tour to New York
BY TKRRY TAYLOR
Staff Writer
The Kastern Department of
Home Economics is sponsoring
two study tours to New York
City May 14-25 for students in
lashion merchandising and
interior design. Both lours offer
three hours credit at eieilher
graduate or undergraduate
level.
The purpose of the lours is to
expose the sludenls lo the
diversity of their fields in a city
lhat contains every aspect of
the fashion and interior design
lhal could possibly be explored.
Mrs. Virginia Richards, home
economics professor in charge
of the fashion merchandising
lour, explained lhat many
students are simply unaware «.
the variety of career choices
lhat may exist within their
fields.
The New York trip was
designed to give the students in
both
tours
a
broadened
knowledge of career opportunities. Donald L. Gates ,
associate professor, is in charge
of the interior design tour.
The two groups are traveling
together by air. and are staying
at the McAlpin Hotel The trip
costs $480. which includes
air fare, lodging, three dinners,
two nights at the theater, a halfday lour of the Statue of
Liberty and Lower New York,
and a full day tour of New York.
Visits are also planned to
Hyde Park. West Point. Bear
Mountain. Lincoln Center, the
(iugenheim and Metropolitan
Museums, and Radio City
Music Hall. On the return trip,
a stop will be made
ir
Philadelphia, and the students
will visit the Dupont Winterthur
Museum.
The groups will separate to
participate in the planned
professional activities of their
own fields. For example, the

fashion merchandising tour will
visit fiber producers, a pattern
company, a fashion publication
■ i.e. Mademoisellei. fashion
designer
studios.
fashion
manufacturers, and selected
retail stores.
The interior
design tour includes trips lo
schools, interior design studios,
trade sources, the antique
district and shops, and retail
stores.
The student is responsible for
the cost of tuition i which may
vary from $54-1168. depending
on your student classification!
and food.
To reserve a place
on the tour. $100 deposit had lo
be made.
The $100 deposit is nonrefundable it cancellations are
made afler the 15th.
The only prerequisites for the
lours are some background in
fashion or business.
Each
student turns in a project at the
completion of the tour.
If a
student is interested only in
making the trip, but not doing

any of the course work, it may
i>e taken as an official audit.
The tours must jointly have
twenty four people. The upper
limit is thirty
If interested
contact
MrsVirginia
Richards or Donald Gates.
Priority will be given to fashion
and interior design majors.

. 1'io's and cons

Dr. Timothy J. Kubiak,
assistant
professor
of
geography and Dr. Perry B.
Wigley. associate professor of
Geology will participate in an
engineering systems design
research program at the NASA
Langley Research Center in

.-.
16, 18, 19
— tm CAHHU nut nsmm
JU«Y Will AWARD

SLAUGHTERHOUSEFIVE

PRICES

RICHMOND

Childi en Under 12

Higher rates

There is. however,
decrease in classes,
Friday afternoon
teachers can testify

One reason is that performers
charge more ou weekends than
any other lime because they

a marked
as some
classes's
Some say

Appearing

Lollymadonna

in the community."

Hampton Va.. for 11 weeks this

Dr. Kubiak hopes that the
information gained from the
program will benefit the
Eastern geography department
by giving it "a different way of
looking at planning."

summer.
In Ihe program, engineers
and social scientists will study
the current and potential role of
general aviation in community
development and now it interfaces with the total transportation system.
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WAKY AND BOB BAGERIS PRESENT IN LOUISVILLE

ELLEN
BURSTYN
BEST
ACTRESS!

ROBIN
TROWER
Plus: JOHN MAYALL

Alee is 35.
She has a
12-year-dd kid.
She hasn't got
a job and she's
on her own
How come she
■ has such a
good time?

/fit
ale adventure.
"lhal Joum*** boyond
imagination!

{AMERICA!

Nightly

/STARTING TOMORRttWj

Dr. Wigley said that Ihe
program
would
"aquaint
engineers with the systems
designs' and give "a sort of
lotal approach to looking at
problems."

Dr. Kubiak said that they
hoped to understand "How
engineering decisions will affect
social and economic conditions
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Campus Movie
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Carr & Shebesta

to time
to time...

Available il

Presenting
the
Romantic Duet

OPEN NIGHTLY

PRICES: $5.50 advance. $6.50 day of show.
general admission
I
MAIL ORDERS ONLY to: Convention Center, 525 W Walnut.
Louisville. Kentucky. Enclose sell-jddressed, stamped envelope.
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«DRIVE-IN»

SAT., APRIL 26-8 P.M.
LOUISVILLECONVENTIONCENTER
B#y Ptfgnm

SATURDAY, APRIL 19 - 8 PM
LOUISVILLE CONVENTION CENTER

It's also quieter around ihe,
dorms
Whether there's fewei
peopl.- stayng or whether ihe
majority that does stay goes
downtown
lo escape Ihe
unusual quietness that settles
on Ihe campus is not known, but
dorm directors notice a marked
decrease in noise. They also
note that when ihey make their
rounds of the dorm it seems
emptier

Professors awarded fellowship
Two Eastern professors have
been
appoinled
summer
Faculty fellows for the National
Aeronautics
and
Space
Administration.

Plus: ROGER MOON
Special Guests: JAMES GANG

Weekender- lune I heir ad
vantages and disadvantageYet every Friday afternoon Ihe
mass exodus lakes place here
al KKl

Recognized by NASA

Campus Movie
APRIL

For one thing they are blamed
for a lot of things that aren't
their fault An example of this
is the common complaint: "So
many people go home on
weekends
the
University
doesn't feel lhat it's worth their
time to do anything for the
people who are left."
Skip Daugherty doesn't agree
with lhat. Daugherty. Director
of student activities and
organizations, says things like
concerts aren't scheduled for
weekends except for home
coming, etc. for several
reasons.

it s almost impossible to try lo
leach n ihree-lhin? claw
Siudeflt* lust aren'i there

NOW SHOWING

Lower Ihefl rale

Misplaced blame
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KRIS KRISTOFFERSON.N AJCE
DOESN'T U VE HERE
PG
ANYMORE

fed., April 23
and
Thurs. April 24

*

CAMPUS CINEMAS 1 & 2
Located in the University Shouuiny Center

il

LAST DAY:

silent
running
Childr en Undei 12

50t

Adults

'FRONT PAGE"
/hi

STARTING TOMORROW!

YOU'VE
SEEN
THE DUKE
IN
ACTION

BUCCANEER
NOW SHOWING
Plus:

April 28

7:30 P.M.

VAULT

EKU Students and Holders
of Center Board
$300 in Advance
Activity Card
All Others
All Tickets at the Door
f

$5oo

in

Advance
$600

OF
IMPULSE
WILLIAM SHATNER • RUTH ROMAN

HORROR

JOHN WAYNE "BRANNIGAN"
co,a,-ng RICHARD ATTENBOROUGH
JUDYGEESON • MEL FERRER -JOHN VERNON • RALPH MEEKER DANIEL PILON,

\

i

■

V
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Maroon-White game today
J

Football season already?
Spring football drills ai
Eastern Kentucky L'nletrsity
will be capped off Thursday
when coach Koy Kidd's charges
will engage in the Maroon
White game.
'"We believe we're deep
enough this year at all positions
to divide the players up as
evenly as we can and play a
regular game,"' Kidd said
"Where we have had the no. I
offense playing the no I defense
in recent years we plan to go

back lu-the. old »'tj where a
regular game is played between
twii squads of almost equal
lirst team and second team
player*
KKI is in its fourth week of
practice now and Kidd is happy
uilh the overall play
of his
team
'We've been working real
hard and have had a couple of
good scrimmages. Kidd said
"A couple ol injuries have hurt
our work in some areas but

RICK'S
INTERNATIONAL
BICYCLES
228 S

Second St

Complete Sales & Service

Paddle Racquets $9 up
Paddle Balls in Cans $2.99 (can of 2)

623-6421

were pleased with the way
things have gone so far "
Kidd added that hi- squad will
work this week on things that
-nine ol their opponents might
throw up against them next
veer
We re going to brush up on a
couple of things before Thur-day Kidd continued, "and we
hope (he weatherman will
cooperate and let us get in this
game
'iamenmcis set lor i:45p.m
mi KKI - Hanger field There
w ill be no admission charge and
the public is invited to attend
Forty-three lettermen in
eluding six first-team All-Ohio
Valle> I onference selections,
will lorm the nucleus of the li)7">
edition of the defending OVC
champion Colonels
Among these returnees is
first team
All American
tailback Everett Talbert. a 5-10,
1 HO pound
junior
from
Lexington, who also collected
the OVC"s Offensive Player of
the Year Award
Talbert. who had nine games
last season where he rushed for

Tk OiteR PIACE
Richmond| Ku.

Phone. 6.25-00*6

Defensive tackle

inks with EKU

H*»R Designs "fo* £veR«|ont
Zoo S. S«Corxi St

11*1 yards or more, finished the
season with 1.478 \ards and 11
touchdowns both tops in the
league
His season's rushing
total also placed him as the
second-leading ground gainer in
the
74 College Division II
statistics.
other first-team choices on
the all-conference team who
will return
include
wide
receiver John Revere, a 5-8. 170pound senior who led the
i olonels in receptions with l»
catches for 633 > ards and seven
touchdowns and an average
yardage per reception mark ol
.'1 I: 5-10, 1H! pound senior
place-kicker Karl Cody: 6-2
Jt.i pound senior offensive
tackle Kobyn Hatley . til. 210
pound junior offensive guard
Joe Alvtno: and 6-2. 240 pound
senior defensive tackle Junior
Hardin
Hatley and Alvino were
periodic repeaters on the OVC
Checklist, while Cody led the
league in kick scoring ,*Hh 52
points tHO field goals. 25-27
extra points' Hardin finished
fifth on the team in tackles and
assists with 37 and
50.
respectively
Other starters returning on
offense include junior split-end
Elmo Boyd. senior tackle Monty
Sanner. junior center Roosevelt
Kelly and sophomore fullbacks.
Steve
Streighl
and
Hal
Emerson, who alternated at the
spot
Boyd finished second to
Revere with 20 receptions for
244 yards. Emerson ended the
season with 219 yards rushing
and three touchdowns, while
Streight picked up 191 yards and
one TO
On defense, eight starters,
other than Hardin. will be back
including second-team AII-OVC
selections Tim Kinduell. a 6-2.
220-pound senior end and Ron
Catlett. a 5-10. 180-pound senior
cornerback.
Catlett led the
team in interceptions with five,
while Kinduell was third in
tackles and assists with 50 and
67.
Other defensive starters are
srnior Joe i&vans tend) and
Damon Shelor ilinebacker).
juniors
Art
Bledsoe
(Continued to page II)

Zlfc£ S.U#*1%W St
UcKinOjterN, KMPKcrve-. 2S3- OH<*3

Whe«e We Do The. Sv^pkst TK,AC,J Exceedi^ \*el\

DO YOU WANT TO OE IN THIS PICTURE?

Defensive tackle Bob Glod of
New Martinsville. W. Va., has
signed a national letter-of-intent
with the Eastern football team.
A second-team All-State and
All-Four County selection for
coach Lou Nocida at Magnolia
High School this past season,
Glod lettered four years in
football and two each in
wrestling and track.
A 6-1. 215-pounder. Glod is a
member of the Ohio Valley
Athletic Conference Big School
team and Who's Who in
American High Schools.
"Bob was very impressive on
film with his aggressiveness
and quickness and we hope he
can give us some help on~
defense as a freshman.'' said
EKU
assistant coach Larry
Marmie who signed Glod.

-!
7¥"

CATCHER STEVE Bass^ puts4he tag on an Ohio State
runner as he tried to score on a long throw Eastern ended
up winning the game with the Buckeyes. 5-4 However OSU

Baseballers shelled by Morehead,
then split a pair with Ohio State
Some days you win and some to 2-2 in the loop
you lose and Saturday's Ohio
Coach Hissom's charges
Valley
Conferm.ee cameout of a five-game lailspin
doubleheader at Morehead was in grand fashion Tuesday at
the Colonels' day to lose as Turkey Hughes Field as the
Coach Jack Hissom's Eastern Colonels nipped the Ohio Slate
Kentucky
sluggers
were Buckeyes5-4 in (he first game of
upended 11-1 and 12-6 by the a twinbill
The sweet victory celebration
host Eagles.
In the opener. Morehead got was short lived, however, as
a pair of three-run homers and a OSU came on strong in the
two-run triple to put things out nightcap behind four home runs
of reach for EKU. They tallied to blast Eastern 12-1
Eastern scored single runs in
their 11 runs on nine hits with
one error, while the Colonels each of the first three frames
before Ohio State rallied for two
had seven hits and one error.
Pete Dimas started at the runs in the fourth and took a 4-3
mound and went only two in- lead in the sixth setting the
nings, giving up six earned stage for the seventh inning
runs
His season
record excitement
In the first inning Erv l-eidofl
dropped to 3-1. He was relieved
by Barry Maun (el
Tinker led off with by hitting the ball to
Chapman was the winning (he secondbaseman who bobbled it and he was safe He went
pitcher. Erv Leidolf led EKU at
to third on a fielder's choice and
(he plate with two singles
For Morehead. Mac Whitaker later scored on a wild pitch by
losing pitcher Dave Clowson.
bombed a three-run blast over
In the second inning Dave
the fence in the first inning. Jim
Brockman hit a two-run triple Ball drove home Jay Buffin who
in the second and Jim ■ had reached earlier on a base
Darryl Weaver reached
Schlemmer added the cinching hit.
first on a walk in the third and
three-run homer.
later scored on a single by
The nightcap saw the Eagles
Dennis Brant.
strong as ever with southpaw
Freshman righthanded hurler
Jim Duff hurling a 12-6 decision
over the Richmond visitors.
Dan Peery gave a strong perDave Dorsey.
a freshman,
formance for the Colonels
dropped his mound mark to 1-2,
through the first three innings,
giving up nine runs on nine hits but ran into trouble in the
in 1 2-3 innings. He also had fourth.
A walk, base hit,
three walks and one strike out.
sacrifice fly and error on third
Dorsey was relieved by. baseman Buffin led to OSU's
Denny Barbour and he gave up first two runs.
three runs. John Lisle came in
The Buckeyes took a one-run
for Barbour and did not give up
lead in the top of the sixth when
any more runs.
massive John Littlejohn. a 6-4.
Ray Spenilla led the Colonels
215 pounder, hit a line shot over
with a home run and two RBIs.
the leftcenter field fence with a
Larry Roesch had a three run
man on.
double. Craig Tucker set the
EKL's Earl Cody left off the
pace for Morehead with three
bottom of the seventh with a
singles.
walk.
John Thomas was inserted as a pinchrunner by
The pair of losses dropped
I lissom He advanced to second
Eastern's OVC slate to 1-3 while
on a bunt by catcher Larry
Morehead improved its record
Roesch. Roesch was also safe
on the play
Leidoff then advanced Thomas to third on a
fielder's choice.
Ball then
picked up his second RBI of the
game by singling to
right.
Thomas scored the tying run.
Weaver then cracked a deep
fly to rightcenter that was
caught and Leifoff advanced to
third. With two outs Ohio State
decided to intentionally pass
Eastern's clutch hitter Ray
Spinella loading the bases.
Brant then collected his third

The last thing a college
senior needs is another
pat on the back.
As .i college senior, credit-card offers,
promises and congratulations come pouring in.
Enjoy it while you can. Because it won't last.
Out in the world, you'll have to work things oui
for yourself. And one of those things is
life insurance.
Fidelity Union Life has a plan designed for you:
the College Master*, the insurance plan chosen by more college seniors than any other.
Call the CollegeMaster

!id£ria"'"

GbllesJMastEr

Bob Roberts
Bob Leger

Patty Mavity

Jim Epifano

Ron Reid

Dick Straten

Kent Wagoner
Phil Perry

623-7704

A*

came back to tag Eastern with a 12 1 shellacking in the
second game

623-7703

bit of (he game In score leidoff
with the clincher
Dave Dorsey. another freshman hurler from Somerset,
notched (he victory in relief of
Peery. Dorsey'* record is now
2-2.
I n I he second ga me Oh io SI a (e
had its guns ready as the
Buckeye hitters jumped on
Basterns top lefthander for a
two-run homer in the first inning and another two run shot
and three-run homer in the
second frame
Dimas was
relieved by sophomore John

I.isle in the third and he was
greeted by anolher three run
homer
Winning piicher Clint Nicely.
I righthander, and reliever Joe
Dozer limited Easlern to four
hits in I he second contest. The
Colonels, however, averted a
shutout in the last inning when
Cody scored Thomas with a
sacrifice fly.
The Colonels have not been
shutout this spring
Eastern's nexl game is today.
a home doubleheader against
Northern Kentucky beginning
al I p m.

Harbut's future is uncertain
for Western meet, Saturday
Ohio Valley Conference /oes by Dan Matousch in the S.uOOWestern Kentucky University meter steeple chase (9:30 H)
and Morehead State University and Bill Sampson in the three(1424 1! Harvey
..present the nexl competition for mile run
the Eastern
track
learn also cited Bryan Robinson's leg
Saturday at
WKU
in a of the mile relay in which he ran
triangular meet with senior a :47.».
Saturday's triangular at
Tyrone
Harbut's return still
Western will be held on the L.T.
uncertain.
Harbut's return
to the Smith Stadium track.
Eastern sprint events was
delayed indefinitely toward the
end of last week when he
reinjured a hamstring muscle.
Harbut.
two-time
OVC
champion, was expected to run
Michael Krichner. a 6-2. 205
last weekend with his EKU poond linebacker from Cinteammates in the Dogwood cinnati, Ohio, has signed a
Relays in Knoxville. Tenn., but national letter ol intent with the
in a warmup drill Friday night Eastern football team.
pulled up in a handoff on the
mile relay and could not
Kirchner
lettered
four
compete Saturday.
seasons
in
football
and
"Tyrone's status at this time basketball and two years in
is unknown." said EKU track baseball at LaSalle High School.
coach Art Harvey.
"That
muscle keeps tightening up
He served as captain of coach
everytime he runs. We don't Steve Rasso's LaSalle football
know when he will be able to team and was an All-Greater
come back."
Cincinnati League choice this
Frank Powers' throw of 221
past season.
feet in the javelin was the
outstanding
Eastern
per"Mike comes to us from a fine
formance in the Dogwood
high school program and,
having made the All-Greater
Relays last weekend. He had a
230 foot toss but it was ruled Cincinnati League all-star
invalid because of a foul.
team, we know he has played in
tough competition.
We think
"We're getting some outMike will be an outstanding
standing efforts from Frank
and he is at the point where he is
linebacker at Eastern and will
throwing consistently between
give us depth as a freshman,"
said EKU
assistant coach
200-230 feet," Harvey added.
Larry Marmie.
Personal bests were turned in

Linebacker signs

THE RICHMOND
SPORT SHOP
TENNIS BONANZA!
• Aluminum Rackets 12" and up
• Seamco Ken Rosewall Professional Racket
List 1600 Sale Price 12*
• Spalding Match Play Racket
List 1895 Sale Price 15"
• Perm, Spalding, Seamco, Dunlop
Slazenger Tennis Balls 300 can of j
• Tennis Shoes by Converse,
Jack PuTcell, Nike
• All John Newcombe Tennis Wear 20% OFF
• Tennis Visors 2"
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Sponsor wants more male cheerleaders

[Outstanding sportswomen

Eastern cheerleader tryouts
are coming up soon and
cheerleader sponsor. Dr. Paul
Motley, is looking for men to
tryout in more numbers this
year. The deadline for application is Friday. April. 25.
with the tryouts being on April
30.
Dr. Motley feels, it would
sure help to get some good men
out this vear. We would like to

honored at banquet;
team recognition goes
to the Buckeyes
The Women's Officiating
Services held their annual
sports banquet on Sunday, April
13. After dinner and an entertaining-speech by Dr. Carl
Hurley, awards were presented
lo intercollegiate and intramural participants
Members of each inter
collegiate team voted for and
selected
the outstanding
sportswoman who helped to
lead their team through the
trials and tribulations of the
season. The honored sport
swomen were Connie Urlage,
Volleyball; Jane lloppough.
Field Hockey; Kathy Eicher,
Tennis; Sharon Coppock,
Basketball; Sheri Robertson,
Gymnastics;
and
Barb
Bowman, track.
Following the intercollegiate
awards were the intramural
and WOS awards. During this
time it was noted that women's
intramural participation has
boomed this year. There has
been a 10 per cent increase in
team sports and a large 75 per
cent increase in individual
sports. Awards went to Anne
Swaim who was second with
WOS points touting 610, and
beaten only by Teri Applegate
who combined her 656 WOS
points with her sports participation points to win the
intramural participant award
with a total of 1360 points.
Team recognition was given

lp the.Buckeyes., They entered
the mosl events, ranked high in
each sport, and accumulated
2,075 points to beat out their
nearest contenders by about 700
points. Two other team awards
were voted on by WOS officials.
These were, the "Unsung Hero"
award which went to Delta
Omicron, the team which never
won a game, yet never gave up
and
the "Sportsmanship
award" which went to the
Volleyballers.

have six men and six women in
order that we could do more
things; such as joint stunts. We
have a real need for men this
year."
Dr. Motley also pointed out
that this is a good opportunity
for fraternities and various
independent organizations
More publicity and respect
would come to an organization
with a cheerleader This also

Mai's Pals win

would prove an incentive for
more spirit at games.
Dr. Motley commented that.
"There is no excuse for a
university tfiis size not to have
some good men tryoul."

UN have all name brant Athletic Supplies.
We offer discounts to teams

sororities

fraternities or

groups, when purchased

in quantities.

Trophies and awards also

Intramural Scene

this Saturday
The EKU Hockey Team will
be conducting a clinic on
Saturday April 19. High School
girls from the Louisville,
Lexington, and Cincinnati areas
have been invited. Any Eastern
women who are interested in
hockey or want to find out more
about it are welcome to come
out to Hood Field Saturday.
Registration begins at 10:00,
station drills will be going on
from 10:30-12:30, lunch from
12:30-1:30, Films in Weaver
from 1:30-2:00, and game play
from 2:00-3:45. In case of rain,
the clinic will be held in Weaver
gym.

CHUCK IRONS shows his form while practicing his stroke.
Irons has been very consistent for the Colonel golfers this
season. Eastern came in second by one stroke at theGolden Eagle Invitational, which is a good leadup to the OVC
meet this spring.

Co-ed softball was played last
weekend. Divisional winners
were UHFH. Misfits, and Mais
Pals. In a playoff between
divisional winners Mai's Pals
defeated the Misfits in nine
innings to take the overall
championship.
Golf is into the playoffs with
the eight vying for campus
honors. The low score was a 38
by Randy Zumbill. Highest
qualifying score was a 42.
Softball action is nearing
play-offs.
Teams still undefeated are 12 Pak, Rebel
Yelp. UHFH, OKNY, Barries
Bunch. Ace-Gang and W.I.R. in
Indepndent division.
Sigma
Alpha Epsilon is the only undefeated team in the fraternity
division, with Todd Truckers,
Tomatoes, and Tenth Wave
slugging it out in the Housing
divison.
All year trophy points except
for golf are as follows:
Independent-UHFH 1395, OKNY
12474. Tribe 113714; Frater-

see us for jacket needs.
Complete Selection of Meis' I Women's White Stag
Swim Slits!v

Taylor's Sporting Goods, Inc.

nity-Pi Kappa Alpha 2345. Phi
Delta Theta 1980. Delta Upsilon
1675; Housing-Todd Truckers
1650. Tenth Wave 1292'3.
Tomatoes 810.

College P»'k Shopping Centei

623-9517

\* l"J **'*

'/>

A TENNIS SPECIALTY SHOP
•Racket

Stringing

.HEAD

r Jl'ilfiHeicbemer ledEasternto a 6-3 victory
; over
Murray, but EKU was
Western 94.

walloped

by

Netters split with Murray and Western
<E), 6-0, 6-2; No. 2- Guenter
Bergmann (E) def. Ross
Bowling (M), 7-6,44,6-4; No. 3Kemal Anbar (E) def. Tom Lie
(M), 7-6, 7-5; No. 4- Del Purcell
(M) def. Rick Heichemer (E),
6-3,4-6,6-2; No. 5 - Dale Regnier
(E) def. Craig Mangold (M), 75, 6-4; No. 6- Henry Shores (E)
def. Jim Lukeman (M), 7-5, 7-5.
In doubles play: No. 1 - OwenBowling (M) def. Shores-Anbar
(E), 6-1, 6-2; No. 2- BergmannHeichemer (E) def. Lie-Purcell
(M, 6-3,6-3; No. 3- ShaheenRegnier <E> def. Mangold Lukeman (M), 6-3,6-0.
Shaheen's return to the
Eastern lineup was the first
action for him in more than a

month. He has had a badly
sprained ankle and, in fact,
played the Murray match in a
small cast.
"Conference rules state that
for a player to be eligible for the
post-season tournament, he
must play in four of the seven
regular season OVC matches,"
Higgins said.
"Joe played
against Murray with the cast,
and although his mobiMy was
considerable slowed, h> was
able to team up with Regnier for
a doubles win."
Higgins noted the cast was
scheduled for removal Wednesday in time for this
weekend's two OVC matches.

Shoes

St. George St.

623-6464

basisl and Bob Holloway, 148;
Chuck Irons and TomTierney,
153; Dave Ryan, 156; Kevin
Schuck, 159; and Dan Nicolet.
166.
"Bogdan had a good tournament and we're beginning to
get some good play fro several
players," Suttie said. "We
hope we continue to improve."
The EKU Spring Invitational
is slated for April 26-27 at the
Arlington Golf Course.

We want
to wipe out cancer
in your lifetime.

Door-to-door solicitations will be collected
in Brockton and Vickers Village Thursday.
Richmond and Madison County residential
collections will be Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
" you haven't had an opportunity to -make a contribution,
please do so by mailing your gift to;

American Cancer Society Crusade
P.O. Box 982
CAMPUS MAIL

Spring game
(Continued from page 10)
(linebacker) and Fred Young
(cornberback) and sophomores
Anthoy Miller (roverback) and
Steve Frommeyer (safety).
The big question mark for
EKU head coach Kidd, who was
voted OVC and Kodak District 4
Coach of the Year, to solve will
be who will take the graduated
Jeff McCarthy's spot at
quaterback.
Eastern has a 10 game
schedule in which to try and
better last season's 8-2 overall
and 6-1 OVC marks. Carded for
the '75 season are the seven
conference foes, the University
of Dayton, the University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga and
Ashland College

• Trcton

RICHMOND RACQUET CLUB

CANCER
at Tech Invitational SOCIETY

Coach Jim Suttie's Eastern
;olf team has rto .scheduled
ompetition this weekend, but
he first-year coach does have
-everal practice rounds in the
•vorks for his squad in
■reparation for the EKU Spring
nvitational
which
will
..opefully draw some twenty
earns.
Last weekend at the 36-hole
Golden Eagle Invitational at
Tennessee Tech University in
^keville, Tenn., Eastern
inished second in the ten-team
ourney. only one stroke back of
Murray State.
Other OVC teams entered
included Tennessee Tech, which
finished third, and Morehead
State fourth. Team scores for
the top four teams read :
Murray State, 755; Eastern;
756; Tennessee Tech, 765; and
Morehead State, 774.
"We played real well and
needed to pick up a stroke on the
final hole to tie for first place,"
Suttie said. "Well, Dan Bogdan
birdied the hole but so did
Murray State's player and they
won the tournament by one
stroke."
Murray's Bruce Douglass
was the individual champion for
the tourney with a 143, whUe his
teammate Mike Hoyle was
second at 145. Bogdan led EKU
with a 147. Other EKU scores
showed Paul Lococo (competing only on an individual

Rackets

•Many lore items

Golfers place second

Matches with Ohio Valley
Conference powerhouses,
Middle Tennessee and Austin
Peay, pose the opposition this
weekend for coach Tom
Higgins' Eastern tennis team at
Clarksville, Tenn.
Eastern, 7-8 on the season,
must face Austin Peay Friday
and MTSU Saturday before
returning home to close regular
season OVC play against
Morehead State, April 23.
The Colonel team split last
weekend's matches, defeating
Murray State 6-3 and losing to
Western Kentucky 94.
Results of the Murray match
were, in singles: No. 1-Mike
Owen (M) def. Joe Shaheen

People with gymnastics
ability are encouraged, but
those without will not be
disregarded
For further information call Dr. Motley at
5715.

available. Fraternities & sororities

Hockey Day

RICK HEICHEMER SERVES AS Guenter
Bergmann waits for a possible return in
tennis action last weekend. Bergmann and

Page U
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KIRK'S

ma f^ffr _
Save $200.
One-Half Carat Diamonds

Feed Four
for *5M

for deliveries

Call 623-5400
If you can't come to us
we'll come to you!

O'Ound B««>
Franc* Fr.«»
1 Can of r\.an9y Ba»"»
1 Cm" o' P««ch«»
Gravy Ml*

0
1
1
1
fl
1

P.acaa ol Ch.chan
Pint of Potato**
Pnt of Colas'**
Pnt Of G'*.,
ROM*
">•• Afternoon

Large, brilliant, shimmering solitaire
diamonds set in elegantly styled lour
or six-prong Tiffany engagement ....
or in a handsome Man's ring.

Dinner Later. Dinner's Ready!
L*l '«• Coior»*l <Jo ma snooping
and cooking fc y©« «\cto»« to
do- ' -you«»aif pricaa

LIMITED TIME ONLY
Use one of our charge plans or your bank card.

All Roads Lead to

ANDY'S
'//,

Pizza Palace
110 S. Second

KIRK'S*

COLONEL SANDERS' RECIPE

K«ntu<rkij fri«rf £kidc«ri

SHOPPERS VILLAGE
tisliri •• Pass

DIAMOND
CENTER
623-3050

SmS^^^t^^^M^M

Dial 623-6000

\
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Polk says investigative reporting
'shining lights in dark corners'
BY CAYLE.V TICHENOR
SUff Writer
James R. Polk told the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association
■ KIPA i Friday night that "Investigative
reporting is on the rise."
Polk, and now with NBC news, former
reporter for the Washington Star won a
pulitzer prifTe for his investigative
reporting.
In defining investigative reporting
Polk said "What investigative reporting
amounts to is shining lights in dark
corners." "The press cannot confine its
information to presenting what others
say". It should provide the public the

information it needs." he said.
Investigative reporting has come along
way according to Polk citing the Teapot
Dome Scandal. He said that during that
scandal the newspapers covered up the
story. "Watergate has had an effect on
the press as well as public officials."
"However, Polk said, Advocacy has no
place in the press.
The sole final
responsiblity should be to lay out the
facts. The press should have no interest
in the final outcome."
Polk critiien what he called "self
censorship" by the media. "They (the
media) have distorted the free flow of
information," calling this practice a
"disservice to the public."

"Investigative reporting has moved
away from people stories to issue stories
That is the way it should be moving. Polk
said.
"It's a high risk business." said Polk
commenting on investigative reporting.
He discounted the reporters got their
stories from tips. Polk said that eight
out of ten stories never involved into
something and that was why most editors
are afraid to send out reporters to do
investigative reporting.
"Nixon was the catalyst of his own
downfall. The press just laid out the
facts," Polk said. "Nixon chose to hide
those facts. The public was the final
judge "

Counseling
provided
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RiGrsraAtiox PACKETS FOR ?S:-II-:G:$TRAT:CN V.-;__

BY KATIIY GALLAIIER

si D:STS;3U7ED ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING

Stan Writer

ALPHABETICAL SCHEDULE:

.Vonoay. April 21

6:30 to 11:30 a.a, - A-D
1:00 :o 4:00 p..-. - S-Z

7u«sc«y. April 22

S:30 to 11:30 a..r.. - L-3
1:00 lo 4:00 p.m. - E-K

Wednesday, April 23

8:30 to 11:30 a.m. All students w.io failed to octolr.
packets on April 21 and April 22.

Packets nay be secured in trie locations as listed on page 16 of the
Scnedale of Classes booklet.

Although tuition on
upswing in near future

Eastern's remains same
registration next semester here.
He added, "I don't think there will be
any increases in the coat of food servicet."

BY JOHN ROBERTSON
SUff Writer
Although the cost of attending college
is going up nationwide, Eastern is not
raising its prices. Herb Vescio, director
of Financial Assistance at Eastern, said
there will be no increase in tuition or

According to Higher Education and
National Affairs, distributed by the
American Council on Education, the
costs of going to college this coming year
will be up six to eight percent over this
year. This forecast is based on an annual
survey compiled by the College
Scholarship Service.
CSS said the
largest increase will be at public
colleges.

Rape panel

James R. Polk,
investigative reporter for NBC news,
was a recent guest speaker at the Kentucky Intercollegiate
Press Association and Communications Career Days. He
is pictured above talking with Lexington Henry Clay High

School students. Polk was the featured speaker later last
Friday evening where he talked about the importance of
investigative reporting in the media.

(Continued from page one)
The best defense against rape, according to the panel, is to think about the
possibility beforehand. A woman should
size up her strengths and weaknesses.
For example, if she is a fast runner, this
might be her best defense. "Playing up"
to the offender or screaming are other
defenses that were advised.
If a rape does occur in spite of these
defenses, the Rape Crisis Center in
Lexington is available for help.
It
provides a 24 hour crisis line staffed by
trained volunteers.
The number to call is 255-7555.

Vescio said students wanting financial
aid are being asked to apply for more
money to account for increases in personal expenses.
The Basic Grant, one of the financial
aid programs, figures on $150 for buying
books, up IIS from last year. Vescio said
the Basic Grant will allow more food
costs, with $825 the amount allocated last
year. He said the estimated cost of living
for married students had risen about

In the fall of 1974. minority student
counseling became a part of the
couseling services offered by Ellendale
Counseling Center.
The purpose of this program was to
help the approximately 700 minority
students on campus. The goal is still the
same. The program allows minority
students to help other minority students
with personal, social, arid vocational
problems.
The program also helps to develop
helping skills for the para professional
counselors, who work at Ellendale and to
make the couseling service moe accesslibe to the students
The program was initiated by Bill
Johnson, a counselor who felt that the
minority students needdd a program like
this.
There are currently 10 minority
student counselors, who have undergone
traiing to assist other minority students
with their problems.
"The basic idea for minority students
as counselors is to open the door futher to
minority studens who may be reluctant
to request services they might need,"
said Dr. Calvin J. Tolar. director of the
Counseling Center. He also feels that
minority students are more capable of
extending help to
other minority
students, because of their close
association.
Each counselor mainUins a code of
ethics and keeps confidential all information about the client. The counselors are also able to refer the student to
other agencies or counselors.
The group is growing and in the future,
will add other minority student counselors.

Student Senate
(Continued from page one)
made io ihe President's office in regard
to lowering the flags for former student
Mark Hanson, whose death prompted the
inquiry by Senator Wentz
Senator Paul Collins, chairman of the
Elections
Committee
reminded
presidential and vice presidential candidates to keep itemized statements of
their election expenditures and not exceed the $200 limit on campaign spending.
Collins also warned against
campaign workers, tearing down opponents' signs and posters. If the
violations continue Collins said, the
Committee will be forced to act on the
matter.
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WEKU-FM AND THE UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
TURN YOU LOOSE IN THE RECORD DEPARTMENT
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IN THE NAME WOODEN MUSIC CONTEST
I

HERE'S HOW THE CONTEST GOES:
Listen
music show.

4»

to "WOODEN MUSIC". WEKU-FMs

night ime progressive

The show airs on WEKU-FM (88.9) nightly at 11:00.

Then change what you hear into words and come up with a
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more appropriate name.

Send your entry to:

WEKU-FM
EKU
RICHMOND. KY. 40475
NO POSTAGE Necessary if marked campus mail and mailed on campus.

PRIZES:
BE SURE TO INCLUDE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, AND PHONE

FIRST PLACE:

ft
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t

NUMBER ON YOUR NAME CONTEST ENTRY

THREE ALBUMS OF YOUR CHOICE
SECOND PLACE:
TWO ALBUMS OF YOU YOUR CHOICE

THIRD PLACE:
ONE ALBUM OF YOUR CHOICE

f
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The University Store
~L

Keen Johnson Building

DONATED BY UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
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